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Abstract 

 
Returning Civil Religious Rhetoric to American Political 

Participation 

 

Benjamin Robert Gaddis, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  Scott Stroud 

 
Political participation in America has taken numerous forms over the years, from 

voting to volunteering. However, many people in the United States lack an overarching 

belief that full participation in a democracy is worthwhile. It is the goal of this thesis to 

examine the driving force behind political participation, or the lack thereof, in the United 

States. This examination of how the United States resembles organized religion in form 

and function, and how this resemblance entreats its citizens to act, reawakens the study of 

civil religion in America.  

Civil religion, as a theoretical lens, attempts to identify the particular values and 

beliefs of a nation through examining the rituals, symbols, and ceremonies practiced. 

Civil religion compares citizens to the followers of religion and equally observes how 

various religions influence particular cultural practices, both legal and civil.  



 x 
 

Given the limited use of pragmatism in the field of rhetorical studies, this project 

is among the first to use a pragmatic paradigm in rhetorical analysis. This project utilizes 

William James’ The Varieties of Religious Experience as a framework to understand how 

civil religion can possibly be experienced in connection to voters and how they view the 

act of voting. This thesis concludes with the notion that understanding a person’s civil 

religious beliefs is a crucial part of the process of the American political system.  

Understanding how people view and experience the act of participation, especially 

casting a ballot, in the United States is critical to the overall health of civil religion in 

America. 
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Introduction 
 

The battle for the ballot box in the United States has been hard fought, with 

numerous injustices and even casualties along the way. The right to vote in the United 

States has not been readily given to all people, with restrictions being placed on black 

males, women, Asian immigrants, and Native Americans, among others. Yet these groups 

fought for their ability to vote and today the United States has, at least formally, nearly 

universal suffrage (Keyssar, 2009). Yet the question for scholars still remains, why do 

some choose to show up and vote, while others stay home on the day of the election? 

Participation in American democracy can take numerous forms, from voting to 

volunteering, and not every person participates equally or in the same way (Dalton, 

2013). It would seem some people are more inclined to participate in democracy in the 

United States—but why?  

The goal of this thesis is to examine the driving force behind political 

participation in the United States, with voting as an area of particular interest. What 

drives people to vote and participate? It may be what those people believe about 

democracy in the United States, and their particular “faith” in it. Through examination of 

how the United States in form and function resembles organized religion and how this 

“religion” entreats its citizens to behave and act, this research reawakens the study of 

civil religion and how it behaves in America. Civil religion, as a theory, attempts to 

identify particular values and beliefs of a nation through examining the ritual, symbols, 

and ceremonies practiced by the nation. It also conceptually captures how various 

religions influence particular cultural practices, both legal and civil, so that their everyday 
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performance becomes similar to that of organized religion. Much like a priest is ordained 

and makes promises to a higher power, a politician in the United States promises to 

ensure the safety and future of the U.S. Constitution and the United States as a whole. 

Further, civil religion establishes citizens as the followers of and believers in their nation. 

However, the beliefs identified by scholars of American civil religion do not tell enough 

of the story to fully explain or account for the behavior of the citizens and why some are 

more attuned to this “religion” than others.  

This project utilizes William James’ The Varieties of Religious Experience as a 

framework to reach an understanding of how civil religion might be experienced in 

connection to voters and how they understand the act of voting. Given the limited use of 

pragmatism in the field of rhetorical studies, this project is among the first to use a 

pragmatic paradigm. Specifically, The Varieties of Religious Experience is an ideal text 

for understanding the everyday experience of politics in a civil religious context, as it 

examines how individuals come into contact with their own religious beliefs and how 

those experiences of belief impact their worldview. This worldview fuels people’s 

behavior and can attract some to religion, while dissuading others from joining or 

experiencing religion for themselves. Ultimately, James provides a framework 

emphasizing individuals and their experience as paramount to understanding the larger 

systematic function of religion.  

This thesis seeks to explain how people experience politics and civil religion, and 

how that can impact their behavior. Chapter One explores the definitive characteristics of 

civil religion. It begins with Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who initially developed the phrase 
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civil religion, and explores the presence of civil religion in a civil society at both the 

collective and individual levels. The chapter then examines the foundational work of 

Robert Bellah, who initially identified the implicit and explicit presence of civil religion 

in the United States; his observations were groundbreaking, particularly in sociology. 

Chapter One hopes to bring attention to these works on civil religion and the potential for 

their use in voter behavior contexts. 

Chapter Two connects these paradigms to psychologist and pragmatist William 

James. Originally part of the Gifford Lecture on Natural Theology, The Varieties of 

Religious Experience was a notable lecture series that brought the value of everyday 

experience to the realm of religion. This lecture series opened the door for subsequent 

scholars to highlight the importance of the individual experience in understanding larger 

philosophies. The chapter highlights the principles of a religious experience as 

contextualized within society. Further, the lectures are examined to include possible 

theoretical uses and research outlines, establishing a framework that can be built upon to 

include a variety of non-grounded experiences. 

Chapter Three brings the earlier chapters together to create a theoretical 

conceptualization of the civil religious experience in the United States. This chapter 

identifies how voters interact with and experience the act of voting, and how politicians 

play into those feelings. Finding overlap and enjoinment between William James and 

civil religion, Chapter Three constructs and identifies six key areas of a civil religious 

experience, including individual civility, which identifies how civil religious experiences 

can build a people; civil religious sentiment, which explains how civil religion and people 
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come into contact; and civil sense, which explores sense-experiences of civil religion and 

how people may come to “feel” civil religion. Civil optimism surveys those who have 

had positive experiences with civil religion and investigates how that impacts the way 

they come into contact with the civil world. Civil disillusionment, on the other hand, 

examines the “other-evil” mentality of civil religion and how participation and contact 

with civil religion can produce negative feelings and experiences. Finally, civil 

conversion looks at those who may come to civil religion at later points in their lives, or 

messages that may attract people to the polls when they would otherwise avoid them. 

The conclusion ultimately posits that the way each person comes to experience 

politics in America is distinct and important. These experiences shape the individuals 

who build the American electorate and make everyday American politics significant to 

cultural practices. Attending to how voters view the act of voting at an individual level is 

a valuable method to better understanding voting behavior. 
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Chapter 1: Civil Religion and the American Voters 
 

Recently, sociological scholars have identified secular forms of religion. These 

secular religions work and behave in the same way larger organized religions do, but do 

not have an all-seeing deity attached to them. Considerable interest has been paid to the 

concept of civil religion in particular. Civil religion is defined as a nonsectarian religious 

faith, exhibiting its beliefs from symbols and signs. Most signs and symbols are heavily 

associated with national history (Swatos & Kivisto, 1998).  

Originally formulated in the school of French political thought by Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau (Hammond, 1976), civil religion was brought to America through a 

groundbreaking work by Robert N. Bellah in 1967 outlining its major identifiable 

features (Beiner, 2010). For Bellah, civil religion is an identification of the religious 

values of the nation, most often expressed implicitly through symbols and rituals. Yet, 

much like any religion, its complications provide insight into human behavior, especially 

in the American polity. What makes American civil religion unique is that elements of it 

can be seen in numerous historical and theoretical understandings of America (Bellah, 

1992) . Studying fields ranging from philosophy to sociology, Bellah was able to identify 

a fact pattern that led him and subsequent others to identify a “common faith” that helps 

explain the unique rituals and practices that the everyday American citizen behaviorally 

engages in (Mathisen, 1989).  

Rhetorical scholars began to latch on to the concepts outlined by civil religion in 

the 1970s with Roderick Hart’s The Rhetoric Of The True Believer (1971) and The 
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Political Pulpit  (1977). Since then there has been an explosion in scholarship looking for 

civil religion in numerous areas of American political culture, most popularly presidential 

speeches (Bellah, 1992; Goldzwig, 2002; Harlow, 2010; Kao & Copulsky, 2007; Roof, 

2009; Stauffer, 1973; Wimberley, 1980). The study of civil religion has also included 

efforts in understanding historical monuments and national holidays (Albanese, 1976; 

Cristi, 2001; Kao & Copulsky, 2007; Mathisen, 1989; Stauffer, 1973; Woocher, 1986). 

Much of this work emphasizes the symbols and signs that appear across civil religion.  

 This project takes a specific focus on human behavior and how that plays a 

significant role within civil religion. Understanding the physical actions and emotions 

associated with individuals as they participate in the American electorate could be critical 

to our academic understanding of who shows up to the polls and why. This information is 

not readily available in the body of civil religion literature as it currently exists. For 

instance, in Bellah’s initial work, he utilizes John F. Kennedy’s speeches to identify 

multiple places where Kennedy used civil religious rhetoric and called upon a higher 

power (1967), yet the analysis does little to mention how the people of America 

perceived those messages, or whether their perceptions strengthened his rhetoric. This 

project aims to understand and identify the ways in which voters function in the creation 

of symbolic meaning in the process of voting. Analysis will likewise examine the effect 

that these meanings have on the voter; they function as feedback loops that perpetuate  

this type of civil religious rhetoric.  

This project attempts to identify the citizens’ role in the establishment and the 

continuation of American civil religion. Given the complicated nature of American civil 
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religion (and the wide range of interpretations of what is and is not an American civil 

religion), it is critically important to be able to identify the citizens who ascribe to civil 

religion, participate in civil religion, and perpetuate an American civil religion. Citizens 

are as important to the study of civil religion as the signs, symbols, and practices that are 

at the foundation of our understanding of the concept. This chapter outlines the 

understanding of American civil religion through examining the signs, symbols, and 

beliefs that scholars have identified. Then, Chapter Two will look to how these 

“religious” signs and symbols are experienced by citizens, utilizing the work of William 

James. Finally, Chapter Three will allow for a pragmatic understanding of the American 

civil religious experience and how that rejoins citizens and voters in the conversation.  To 

accomplish these goals, this chapter will consist of five main areas of focus: origins and 

principles, belief systems, signs and symbols, rituals, and an analysis of the important 

changes in historical understandings and uses of the concept of civil religion.  

In The Beginning Was The Word, And The Word Was Civil 

 The origins of civil religion began with Jean-Jacques Rousseau in 1762 as part of 

his work The Social Contract. In fact, Book Four, Chapter Eight is entitled “Civil 

Religion.” Rousseau’s major project focused on how to be content with “men as they are” 

by focusing on what humanity might be (Rousseau, 1997, p. 351). Rousseau saw 

humanity and the philosopher/legislator as the source of mankind’s redemption (Deneen, 

2009).  Rousseau is critical to a study of civil religion in America because of his theories 

on the organizing power of civil religion. Civil religion provides an ideal framework to 
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understand how societies organized around religion can balance both the theological aims 

and the societal organization necessary for everyday life.  

Humanity would normally resist organization, however, as Rousseau explains, 

most organizations are the result of interdependence due to the need to preserve one’s 

own interests, such as the family. 

The most ancient of all societies, and the only one that is natural is the 

family: and even so the children remain attached to the father only so long 

as they need him for their preservation. As soon as this need ceases, the 

natural bond is dissolved. The children, released from the obedience they 

owed to the father, and the father, released from the care he owed his 

children, return equally to independence. If they remain united, they 

continue so no longer naturally, but voluntarily; and the family itself is 

then maintained only by convention. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 351) 

Rousseau notes here that the organizational structure of a family can begin as 

dependence, but becomes voluntary after the need for such structure is no more. He 

continues on to say that the creation of a state has a freeing tendency for society at large, 

extending the family structure metaphor to a state conclusion. While many gain 

protections from their state, they often voluntarily choose to keep the state even when 

they no longer need it. This choice results in putting mankind back in the “chains” of 

coercive governments. Though organization is certainly needed as part of the contract, 

the kind of organization is unclear. Civil religion may provide insight into this query, 
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because if mankind is going to choose chains over freedom, there must be a power 

holding mankind to these chains, or inspiring them to keep them. 

Rousseau is credited with changing the meaning of optimism from an acceptance 

to a transformative phrase. No longer were the evils of the world considered to be 

necessary punishments from a higher power, but instead as something that individuals 

must overcome together in working toward a greater aim, causing them to organize with 

the State. This notion grounds much of his work and is critical to understanding the 

thoughts that lay out his framework for civil religion.  

Rousseau felt that civil religion was key to providing an answer to the great 

question about society and its consistency of organization. Societies consistently organize 

themselves with structure, instead of leaving the utter “state of nature.” Rousseau argued 

through much of The Social Contract that these organizations lead to conflict. In his 

description of the origins of civil religion, he elaborates that civil religion is often at the 

root of conflict justifications. He states:  

If it is asked how in pagan times, where each State had its cult and its gods, there 

were no wars of religion, I answer that it was precisely because each State, having 

its own cult as well as its own government, made no distinction between its gods 

and its laws. Political war was also theological; the provinces of the gods were, so 

to speak, fixed by the boundaries of nations. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 94) 

As scholars such as Beiner (2010) explain, Rousseau never provides a direct definition of 

civil religion, but rather focuses on what civil religion accomplishes as a thought project.  

Rousseau begins by defining a religion’s role in society.  
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Religion, considered in relation to society, which is either general or particular, 

may also be divided into two kinds: the religion of man, and that of the citizen. 

The first, which has neither temples, nor altars, nor rites, and is confined to the 

purely internal cult of the supreme God and the eternal obligations of morality, is 

the religion of the Gospel pure and simple, the true theism, what may be called 

natural divine right or law. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 235) 

Religious frameworks allow many to know a religion personally. As humans we are 

pulled to symbols and yearn for meaning. A religion provides these answers and makes 

the framework feel safe. Rousseau then gets closest to a definition of civil religion in the 

following passage: 

The other, which is codified in a single country, gives it its gods, its own tutelary 

patrons; it has its dogmas, its rites, and its external cult prescribed by law; outside 

the single nation that follows it, all the world is in its sight infidel, foreign and 

barbarous; the duties and rights of man extend for it only as far as its own altars. 

Of this kind were all the religions of early peoples, which we may define as civil 

or positive divine right or law. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 235) 

Rousseau points out here that laws, though sometimes religiously based, are that of the 

state that prescribes them. Civil religion for Rousseau can then defined as a force that 

propels citizens toward unchaining themselves from the evils of the world, and taking up 

new, potentially lighter chains within a state. The extension of the metaphor to altars 

begins to tease the notion that even civil spaces are churchlike in their behavior. For 
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Rousseau, a religion can go beyond borders through a deity, but a civil religion is within 

the boundary of a state.  

Of critical significance when looking to how more modern scholars use civil 

religion is the fact that they remove humanity out of the project. Rousseau outlines a few 

simple and specific dogmas of civil religion. He includes the existence of a mighty 

divinity who possesses foresight and providence. This divinity watches over and 

influences a society, and that society in turn can create laws and practices that “serve” 

that divinity. The next dogma is “the life to come,” which focuses on an afterlife. 

Society’s project is to work to make itself better and closer to a form of “heaven”—in the 

United States this can be viewed as the “city on a hill” rhetoric. He also notes the 

happiness of the just and the punishment of the wicked, which illustrates how a society 

views its purpose, and how a citizen must fit into that framework. Finally, the only 

negative dogma examined by Rousseau in the concept of civil religion is religious 

intolerance—most of the others are positive in approach and action. Rousseau felt a civil 

religious intolerance of civil religions in other states was problematic.  

Rousseau begins his eighth chapter with “At first men had no kings save the gods, 

and no government save theocracy,” (Rousseau, 1997, p. 234) which highlights how the 

ordering of a society is based in religion. This is a root of civil religion: a human 

predisposition to have a higher power for an arrangement of order and assemblage. 

Simply, human beings seek to organize themselves and nature to give over their 

autonomy to a higher power, as seen in Rousseau’s time on the national stage. As 

societies began to reform and democracies began to take the place of kings, leaders of 
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humanity still had backing from a higher power. From fiefdom, to kingdom, to 

democracy there was a consistent conversation about who gives the “right to rule.” For 

numerous societies the divine right to rule remained as they became larger or more 

participatory; the Greeks even viewed their role in the democracy as divinely based, 

believing nature led many larger decisions (McGlew, 1993). Every culture had their own 

deities and belief structures, as Rousseau points out later in the chapter: “The god of one 

people had no right over another” (Rousseau, 1997). So the deity of a civilization was 

specific to it and rooted deeply into the culture, affecting many identifying aspects of art, 

music, and literature. A theocracy uses a priest or religious leader as the seat of power; 

for Rousseau, one of the roots of civil religion is identifying the particular deity(s) at the 

core religion of the society, and then identifying how that impacts and/or influences the 

behavior and beliefs of the civilization, which is more often than not seen through the 

laws of the state, not from the leader of it. As Rousseau (1997) states,  

Every religion, therefore, being attached solely to the laws of the State, which 

prescribed it, there was no way of converting a people except by enslaving it, and 

there could be no missionaries save conquerors. The obligation to change cults 

being the law to which the vanquished yielded, it was necessary to be victorious 

before suggesting such a change. So far from men fighting for the gods, the gods, 

as in Homer, fought for men; each asked his god for victory, and repayed him 

with new altars. The Romans, before taking a city, summoned its gods to quit it; 

and, in leaving the Tarentines their outraged gods, they regarded them as subject 
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to their own and compelled to do them homage. They left the vanquished their 

gods as they left them their laws. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 235) 

Laws historically come from a higher power encouraging and pushing its followers, and 

so when a state creates a law there is a sense among the citizens of the state that this law 

is divine. Even secular states follow practices in which the law is created by a higher 

power, a legislative body for instance, and citizens follow these laws accordingly. 

In the next section of his book, Rousseau tackles the subject of the afterlife and 

how this affects a society’s formation, organization, and, most importantly, policy 

creation. Beginning with Christianity and Jesus Christ, the concept of a “Kingdom” or 

place that humanity was striving toward, fueled the organization of many civilizations, 

especially the pagan cultures conversions as Rousseau identifies. Rousseau examines 

how a culture that takes its backing from religious principles creates a state that enacts 

those beliefs in its protections for the greater good. 

For the State to be peaceable and for harmony to be maintained, all the citizens 

without exception would have to be good Christians; if by ill hap there should be 

a single self-seeker or hypocrite, a Catiline or a Cromwell, for instance, he would 

certainly get the better of his pious compatriots. Christian charity does not readily 

allow a man to think hardly of his neighbors. As soon as, by some trick, he has 

discovered the art of imposing on them and getting hold of a share in the public 

authority, you have a man established in dignity; it is the will of God that he be 

respected: very soon you have a power; it is God's will that it be obeyed: and if 

the power is abused by him who wields it, it is the scourge wherewith God 
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punishes His children. There would be scruples about driving out the usurper: 

public tranquility would have to be disturbed, violence would have to be 

employed, and blood spilt; all this accords ill with Christian meekness; and after 

all, in this vale of sorrows, what does it matter whether we are free men or serfs? 

The essential thing is to get to heaven, and resignation is only an additional means 

of doing so. (Rousseau, 1997) 

Here Rousseau examines how the enacting of beliefs in a political system leads to 

sacrifices such as placing the onus for judgment on a deity or higher power. Those who 

are not living a Christian life or who harm society must answer to a deity. So, for citizens 

who want to reach heaven, the laws of a god and the laws of a state are not far from one 

another. The commandment “do not kill” is also a humanly created state law, reinforcing 

the belief that state and religion are connected.  

The concept of a higher power was then split from the earthly realm, leading to a 

sense that a society must consistently strive for perfection and work to create a heaven on 

earth. This seeking of heaven relates to the idea that a civil religion works within a 

society’s efforts to achieve heaven by becoming as close to it as possible in beliefs and 

practices. Citizens had a crucial role in moving the organization of society toward being 

“heaven-like.” But a heaven on earth takes considerable work, so part of the contract 

between the citizens and the state is to enact and protect laws, which make society 

heaven-like. Rousseau clarifies:  

The subjects then owe the Sovereign an account of their opinions only to such an 

extent as they matter to the community. Now, it matters very much to the 
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community that each citizen should have a religion. That will make him love his 

duty; but the dogmas of that religion concern the State and its members only so 

far as they have reference to morality and to the duties which he who professes 

them is bound to do to others. Each man may have, over and above, what opinions 

he pleases, without it being the Sovereign's business to take cognizance of them; 

for, as the Sovereign has no authority in the other world, whatever the lot of its 

subjects may be in the life to come, that is not its business, provided they are good 

citizens in this life. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 235) 

So a state works to keep its “good citizens” happy so that they will continue to better the 

state. As long as a citizen continues down the good and moral path for the state, the 

afterlife is no matter from a state’s viewpoint—it wants to maintain its balance and 

“heaven-like” state here on earth.  

The afterlife only matters to the state in that it informs much of a state’s approach 

to things such as punishment and crime; the term “meeting your maker” directly justifies 

capital punishment as a way for one to be punished in an afterlife by a higher power, 

absolving the state from such a task (Cohen, 1985). Rousseau explains the state’s ability 

and need to punish here when he writes,  

While it [the state] can compel no one to believe them, it can banish from the 

State whoever does not believe them—it can banish him, not for impiety, but as 

an anti-social being, incapable of truly loving the laws and justice, and of 

sacrificing, at need, his life to his duty. If anyone, after publicly recognizing these 

dogmas, behaves as if he does not believe them, let him be punished by death: he 
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has committed the worst of all crimes, that of lying before the law. (Rousseau, 

1997, p. 235) 

A state’s role in punishment, in Rousseau’s view, is to allow the individual to take their 

chances in the afterlife. The faster they got them there, the quicker the ultimate judge 

could punish them.  

Punishment continues in Rousseau’s work as part of the framework for a civil 

religion, specifically, as the stick to the carrot of the reward of virtue. Rousseau is 

particularly concerned in this chapter with a line of argument about whether or not a 

society of consisting only of “Good Christians” is ideal. As he answers many of his 

contemporaries’ claims, he points out the necessity for all to be virtuous, and that 

humans’ natural proclivities toward vice and sin cannot be undone by religion alone. He 

states that though any religion can fuel a society, it is the nature of religion to be occupied 

with heavenly things. For everyone to be purely virtuous and free of sin in the process 

tears apart a religion, for what is there to strive for in a heaven that is all around you.  

Rousseau found the balance between a civil religion, a sovereign, and the subjects 

to be a precarious one. But when they work together, the civil religion fuels each aspect 

together, as he examines,  

But, setting aside political considerations, let us come back to what is right, and 

settle our principles on this important point. The right which the social compact 

gives the Sovereign over the subjects does not, we have seen, exceed the limits of 

public expediency. The subjects then owe the Sovereign an account of their 

opinions only to such an extent as they matter to the community. Now, it matters 
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very much to the community that each citizen should have a religion. That will 

make him love his duty; but the dogmas of that religion concern the State and its 

members only so far as they have reference to morality and to the duties which he 

who professes them is bound to do to others. (Rousseau, 1997, p. 234) 

Human vices fuel a religion, and the punishments of those vices give power to the state. 

The reward of virtuousness in turn is social mobility within a society. A society and a 

state that practices a civil religion, then, must walk this line of reward and punishment 

together to strengthen its followers in its ideals.  

In order for the state and its subjects to work together to reach a sort of “heaven,” 

there is work to be done on either side that protects and rewards morality while looking 

toward an afterlife. Rousseau defines civil religion as different from a theocracy because 

of its natural exclusion of religious intolerance:  

Those who distinguish civil from theological intolerance are, to my mind, 

mistaken. The two forms are inseparable. It is impossible to live at peace with 

those we regard as damned; to love them would be to hate God who punishes 

them: we positively must either reclaim or torment them. Wherever theological 

intolerance is admitted, it must inevitably have some civil effect; and as soon as it 

has such an effect, the Sovereign is no longer Sovereign even in the temporal 

sphere: thenceforth priests are the real masters, and kings only their ministers. 

(Rousseau, 1997, p. 234) 

Through highlighting intolerance as negative, Rousseau attempts to emphasize the 

concept as a weight that not only holds back civil religion, but impacts both theology and 
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civility equally (Rousseau, 1997). To have theological beliefs that don’t match the greater 

goals of society creates a dissonance that will not work, and to have societal goals that 

don’t match the theology does not seem to work either. This creates an impact on both 

sectors, as laws must also appease religious sensibilities. For example, in certain 

societies, priests who hold primary power have kings who act as “ministers” for those 

priests. When a particular society is taught by its religious leaders to be untrusting and 

wary of difference, it builds policies and laws reflecting these ideas.  

Civil Religion in America 

 Sociology and political science built on the works of Rousseau for almost a 

century (Beiner, 1993; Demerath III & Williams, 1985; Pierard & Linder, 1988). 

Notably, Robert N. Bellah published his article Civil Religion in America (1967), which 

offered new breath to Rousseau’s work. Rousseau heavily influenced Bellah’s thinking; 

however, Bellah seemingly worked to distance himself from that scholarly grounding in 

the humanities, hoping to create a theoretical, but still social scientific, approach. 

Rousseau viewed humanity as a holistic society that would be in a healthy state of nature 

without organization, presenting civil religion as an organizer and thus a method leading 

towards eventual conflict. Bellah saw American civil religion as a religious dimension of 

the whole fabric of American life, including the political sphere, that was not inherently 

bad. As he stated, “This public religious dimension is expressed in a set of beliefs, 

symbols, and rituals that I am calling American civil religion. The inauguration of a 

president is an important ceremonial event in this religion. It reaffirms, among other 

things, the religious legitimation of the highest political authority” (Bellah, 1967, p. 3). 
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Examination of the tenets and artifacts of civil religion as brought forward by Bellah is 

critical to understanding how those who help create the power behind the beliefs, 

symbols, and rituals have been removed from the equation in name, creating a potential 

rhetorical danger.  Through removing the very people who believe and ascribe to civil 

religion we lose the “human impact.” As civil religion is deeply rooted in ideology, it is 

important to always be aware of who creates the power and how that power is maintained 

over time. To continue this search for the American voter I will first examine the 

principles, the beliefs, the symbols, and the rituals that are identified by Bellah in his 

initial 1967 work. Then, I will examine how scholars utilize these concepts while 

consistently removing the voter from the model. 

Principles 

The concept of American civil religion was first outlined in the late 1960s and 

1970s by Bellah and Martin E. Marty. They explained that civil religion was primarily a 

phenomenon studied in cultural anthropology, rarely identified or studied in the context 

of American cultural values (1980). Marty (1989) argues that Americans approve of 

“religion in general” without being concerned with the content of that faith, meaning that 

they will follow along with religious ideals even if they are not fully aware of the extent 

of those ideas. Further, Marty examined how Americans are able to generally separate 

societal roles into “priestly” and “prophetic.” The priestly is concerned with how 

someone leads society, such as a politician who upholds the beliefs of the Constitution. 

They serve a higher power and utilize texts and scriptures as their justification of power. 

This is similar to a President of the United States making references to or from the 
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Declaration of Independence. The prophetic is concerned with how a person envisions his 

or her role within the system and how that role furthers the religion. A prophet in civil 

religion has a consistent “could be” viewpoint. In the aftermath of a great tragedy, an 

American President may identify an evil and pronounce that discovering how to 

overcome that evil is necessary for the country to remain strong.  

 Bellah and Marty differ from Rousseau primarily in that their construction of civil 

religion is not entirely secular. The foundation of American civil religion relies heavily 

on past institutional and societal knowledge that lays the groundwork for the function and 

purpose of the United States government. Bellah explains that a secular conceptualization 

of American civil religion can be complicated:  

Considering the separation of church and state, how is a president justified in 

using the word "God" at all? The answer is that the separation of church and state 

has not denied the political realm a religious dimension. Although matters of 

personal religious belief, worship, and association are considered to be strictly 

private affairs, there are, at the same time, certain common elements of religious 

orientation that the great majority of Americans share. (Bellah, 1967, p. 3) 

Americans who can see the religious in the political are likely to see it in all facets of 

their political lives. Similarly, those who keep their beliefs private and view religion and 

politics like oil and water will often see the religious elements in politics as minimal—or 

when they do appear, they will stick out like a sore thumb. However, regardless of how 

an individual views American civil religion, the religious tones can still be heard. This is 

because, as Bellah notes, these tones 
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…have played a crucial role in the development of American institutions and still 

provide a religious dimension for the whole fabric of American life, including the 

political sphere. This public religious dimension is expressed in a set of beliefs, 

symbols, and rituals that I am calling American civil religion.(Bellah, 1967, p. 3) 

American civil religion, according to Bellah, begins with understanding how civil 

religion courses through the culture and society of America. Civil religion progresses 

through the symbols, objects, and practices established throughout the history of the 

United States. The experiences that forefathers passed down to newer generations 

similarly inform contemporary civil religion. In this way, a simple object becomes greater 

than its image when viewed by society through a civil religious lens, and is affected by 

the feelings that history informs us we must have towards it.   

Peter Gardella explains that American civil religion shaped the ethos of the 

Liberty Bell. It began as simply a bell, used to proclaim events in Philadelphia. Then, 

because of its location in the tower of what would come to be known as Independence 

Hall, the bell became immediately linked to the creation and celebration of the 

Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. When the priests and prophets of 

America rhetorically gave the bell special meaning, it further created a special sentiment 

for the American people. This linkage made the bell a religious object of democracy, with 

a ring that, at a certain important time in our history, symbolized the sound of freedom 

and liberty (Gardella, 2014). Because the bell had a special historical moment in United 

States history, it is now protected. Its imagery is used to represent our commitment to 

liberty and freedom, raising it to relic-like status.   
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Physical objects like the Liberty Bell are not only interpreted as things, but as 

ideas. Bellah explains that even the notion of liberty is special. “The preservation of the 

sacred fire of liberty and the destiny of the republican model of government are justly 

considered, perhaps, as deeply, as finally, staked on the experiment entrusted to the hands 

of the American people (Bellah, 1967, p. 6).” Liberty represents just one of the many 

principles of the American civil religion. Often seen as buzz-words, principles such as 

liberty, freedom, democracy, and “in God we trust” all align Americans to a common 

goal or standard which we consistently practice and even “chain” ourselves to.   

The similarities between the Liberty Bell and a bell sitting in the Cathedral of 

Notre Dame cannot be overlooked. The bell “Emmanuel,” there since 1681, has been 

seen as a significant cultural artifact by the people of France. The bell has seen popes and 

kings, as well as revolutions, yet is also considered a religious relic because of its 

placement in the church ("Neuf cloches géantes arrivées à Notre-Dame de Paris," 2013). 

The difference between the two bells exemplifies the primary principles of civil religion. 

The Liberty Bell is a relic of civil religion because of its prominence in the United States’ 

history of democracy. It has been reproduced on our currency and included on numerous 

covers of textbooks. While Emmanuel has participated in both secular and sectarian 

events, it is still viewed as a part of international history and a Catholic relic. The Liberty 

Bell, conversely, had a significant role in the foundation of our Nation and therefore 

carries a meaning that is special and unique to the United States, a story that is as 

significant as the origin stories religions hold dear. The stories of the independence of our 

Nation and the accompanying emotions are wrapped up in the symbol of the Liberty Bell. 
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It is citizens’ ability to place a democratic ideal on something such as the Liberty Bell, 

making it so that the bell acts as a religious object, that helps identify the modern 

incarnations of civil religion and rhetoric.  

Beliefs 

 Faith systems use their beliefs to entreat their followers to behave certain ways. 

From the origin story of our country to the establishment of saints (our Founding 

Fathers), each phase has led to a creation of beliefs held by our nation. These beliefs are 

the very basis for our continued behavior as a state. Bellah argued that these beliefs 

started in the foundational stage of our nation. As he states, “The words and acts of the 

Founding Fathers, especially the first few presidents, shaped the form and tone of the 

civil religion as it has been maintained ever since” (Bellah, 1967, p. 5). Most religions 

have particular prayers or practices that outline their beliefs clearly and are consistently 

rehearsed; in Christianity there is the Apostles Creed. The Nicene Creed, or Apostles 

Creed, is an excellent example of a belief statement because it outlays Christianity and at 

the same time creates an effective grounding of a belief system to ensure the continuation 

of the faith (Schaff & Wace, 1999). Much like Christianity gains its continuation of belief 

from the creed, the United States has two documents that help it create a belief system 

and identification. Bellah specifically mentions the Declaration of Independence and the 

Preamble to the U.S. Constitution as works that identify the belief system of the 

American people (R. Bellah & P. Hammond, 1980). While no one has gone around 

leaving copies of the U.S. Constitution and Declaration of Independence in hotel side 

tables, the beliefs of American society are formulated and written within, and guidance 
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for our democracy is sought in their pages. Foundationally, the Declaration of 

Independence not only asserts the right of the people to create their own nation, but also 

immediately cites laws of nature and nature’s god to entitle them to those rights, with no 

specific reference to religion, but rather a higher power unnamed. This is a foundation of 

the belief system that lies within American civil religion. This begins the creation of the 

specific civil religion of the United States. Bellah is quick to note that American civil 

religion has numerous similarities with organized Christian religion, but this is purely 

structural:  

This religion—there seems no other word for it—while not antithetical to and 

indeed sharing much in common with Christianity, was neither sectarian nor in 

Biblical Religion and any specific sense Christian. At a time when the society was 

overwhelmingly Christian, it seems unlikely that this lack of Christian reference 

was meant to spare the feelings of the tiny non-Christian minority. Rather, the 

civil religion expressed what those who set the precedents felt was appropriate 

under the circumstances. It reflected their private as well as public views. Nor was 

the civil religion simply “religion in general”. (Bellah, 1967, p. 5) 

An American civil religion may share similarities with organized religion in the way its 

documents are created, which illustrates how civil religion behaves as a religion. Many 

religions start with a basis or belief, maybe even a prophet, and this is passed down until 

it is placed into text form and passed down that way. This is similar to the United States, 

wherein the Founding Fathers who met in Independence Hall had clear ideas of how a 

“great republic” could work and thus began to write down their “beliefs” in text form in 
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order to legitimize themselves. By placing them in text form, the hope was to pass these 

ideals down to future generations.  

The Declaration of Independence sets itself up much like the Nicene Creed—it 

enumerates the beliefs of the founders regarding not only their situation but the future of 

their vision as well. The preamble begins, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that 

all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 

Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” This solidifies 

the beliefs of the founders and sets up the government of the United States as one imbued 

with rights from its “Creator.” These “unalienable” rights set up the United States as 

divinely empowered to not only enjoy these rights but to defend them as well.  

Further, the Declaration was cited multiple times as a proof for the necessity of 

manifest destiny (Stephanson, 1996). Just as religion has led to wars of faith, American 

civil religion has led to significant efforts to protect and expand democracy. For example, 

soldiers coming home from war are celebrated for defending freedom. 

The United States is fortunate to have multiple texts that encases its beliefs as a 

nation. Because the Founding Fathers wanted a clear plan, they wrote a Constitution, 

which had more clear delineations of their ideas of government and governing, all while 

focusing on the liberties and freedoms their government would provide. The preamble to 

the U.S. Constitution provides a clear example of a belief system. It built upon the 

Declaration of Independence to further set up the United States government. It also serves 

as the main text of the civil religion of the United States (Levinson, 1979). The preamble 
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conveniently even begins much like the aforementioned Nicene Creed. The preamble 

starts: 

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, 

establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, 

promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and 

our Posterity, do ordain and establish this U.S. Constitution for the United States 

of America. (U.S. Const., pmbl.)  

The Nicene Creed begins as such:  

We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of all things visible and 

invisible. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten of the Father 

[the only-begotten; that is, of the essence of the Father, God of God,] Light of 

Light, very God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one substance with the 

Father. (Vaticana, 1994) 

Here both documents use a series of “we” references, while also broadly defining the 

beliefs in strong and direct phrasing. While the preamble is secular, it reads very much 

like the creed, and these echoes help to further the perception of American civil religion. 

The parallel structure creates similar feelings, much like two paintings using the same 

color palette.  

The common purpose and hope of the American civil religion is liberty, 

democracy, peace, and tolerance, according to recent scholars who note the continued 

and repeated use and valuing of these terms (Gardella, 2014). A politician or pundit’s 

ability to strike a chord through one of these terms can be likened to a priest’s homily 
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mentioning Jesus, God, or Light. Both the Preamble and the Nicene Creed make multiple 

references to things established or made. They reference creation directly (as in the 

Nicene Creed) or the formation of a union (as in the Preamble). This echo of similarity in 

the texts is a sign that the American civil religion is one that needs to be defended and 

furthered. It also gives room to the arguments that the civil religion in the United States is 

heavily defined and influenced by Christianity.   

As America is in constant debate over whether or not it is truly “secular,” it is 

important to note that an American civil religion balances itself precariously between the 

secular and non-secular. The people who engage in the civil religion work to ensure that 

its behavior remains veiled in the secular realm, as the Founding Fathers would want. 

Americans approach the founders as deities who left us with a belief system that is at first 

secular, but later behaves religiously. The texts and beliefs from the birth of the country 

are passed down from believer to believer, much like the biblical texts that are used to 

teach young people about religion. This is most clearly seen through the rituals of the 

United States, but is also apparent in the symbols of civil religion. 

Symbols 

 American civil religion in the United States is marked and denoted by its symbols.  

Bellah makes a significant effort in most of his works to highlight the existence of such a 

religion through the use of symbols. He states, “civil religion was able to build up 

without any bitter struggle with the church powerful symbols of national solidarity and to 

mobilize deep levels of personal motivation for the attainment of national goals” (Bellah, 

1967, p. 7). In many presidential speeches, it is the use of symbols that solidifies the 
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existence of civil religion, such as John F. Kennedy’s references to a “god” and 

“Founding Fathers” in a similar light and tone (Bellah, 1967). This is likened in many 

ways to the smoke of a fire; you can see or hear symbols of civil religion, but must 

investigate further to see if it is really there. The use of symbols and their interactions are 

critical to understanding how a civil religion can impact individuals within an electorate 

and their behavior.  

The symbols of civil religion are easily separated into two camps: physical 

symbols and verbal symbols. There are numerous cases, obviously, where they overlap, 

such as text inscribed on a monument, or a speech describing or dedicating a monument. 

The two when separated and investigated individually aid in understanding how civil 

religion is bolstered and passed down through future generations.  

 American civil religion is often created and seen through the physical symbol. 

This is often a matter of training and tradition. For example, many artists and designers 

throughout America’s history had been classically trained, so the use of popular Christian 

and Ancient Greek imagery— which are more often than not connected themselves—was 

not a simple accident but rather a result of training. This led to statues of famous leaders 

and icons taking these forms (Berry, 1967). Bellah explains that more often than not, 

physical symbols are collected in spaces, which (much like churches or temples) will 

have multiple artifacts and relics of the religion. These spaces “protect the liberty of the 

people and provide a space for popular initiative” (1992). As patrons enter the 

Smithsonian National Museum of American History, a large marble statue of George 

Washington, commissioned by Congress to celebrate the centennial of his birth, greets 
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them. The statue caused a lot of controversy because he was modeled after famous 

statues of Zeus, and so the semi-clothed nature of the statue made many uncomfortable. 

The statue was given to the Smithsonian as a method of hiding it, because the statue 

could not be sent back to the artist or stored away. The feeling of many Americans was 

that President Washington had truly become godlike in American culture, and to not 

display it in some way was viewed as blasphemous (Carroll, 1994). This clear example of 

a physical representation of our Founding Fathers as deities is part of a larger tradition of 

building temples and libraries to pay honor to our founders in religious ways, further 

perpetuating the symbolic focus of American civil religion studies. While many great 

men and women are honored in Europe with statues, it is the United States’ placement 

and presentation of statues of so many of our Founding Fathers that once again makes 

American civil religion unique (Gardella, 2014).  

 Thomas Jefferson sits in a large rotunda designed to resemble a great pantheon, a 

church to the foundations of democracy and liberty (Dupre, 2007). The Lincoln Memorial 

is itself a Doric temple, which was the style of many of the Ancient Greek temples that 

were converted to great churches for Christianity. These temples of American thought 

and values solidify the beliefs and principles of American civil religion and present an 

opportunity to physically visit and “worship,” as is required by so many high schools and 

middle schools across the country who take fieldtrips to Washington D.C. to “experience 

democracy”(Griswold & Griswold, 1986). However, these temples find themselves in the 

interesting position of being frozen in time. While the beliefs and principles espoused 

through them have remained constant, they do run into the difficulty of being set in a 
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singular moment of time: the moment when they were constructed. So the Jefferson 

memorial maintains its persona of democracy and liberty for generations to see, but 

remains framed in the context of its time, a time period of growing  American 

nationalism (Zelinsky, 1988). This remains true for many physical and represented 

symbols of civil religion; even American currency, which is riddled with iconography, 

faces many challenges due to alterations of personal beliefs in American civil religion.  

 The second type of symbol in American civil religion is verbal symbols. 

Symbolic language, which gains further meaning through its placement within the United 

States civic culture, represents a considerable amount of research in civil religion, 

especially in the work of Bellah. There are numerous words and phrases used in the act of 

creating meaningful symbols in the establishment and continuation of American civil 

religion. These words are given meaning through the way they are used to create an affect 

of religion. The terms in the canon of civil religion in America have seen robust use by 

politicians and other political elites to “maximize the emotions of patriotism in 

Americans” (Bellah, 1992). But the words themselves find numerous meanings based on 

their usage. The key to understanding the impact of civil religion rhetoric first lies in 

understanding the words that are most strongly connected to physical symbols, rather 

than those with loose tethers.  

 Peter Gardella (2014) calls the word “America” conceptually ideal. The word can 

immediately conjure images of the landmass that makes up the United States. The 

American Revolution has been considered remarkable because of its success in amassing 

large numbers of everyday people as members of a revolutionary militia that rose up 
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against hired and trained soldiers (Albanese, 1976). This use of an American civil 

religious rhetoric to gain conscription has clearly not gone away and has remained central 

to much of the construction of the United States military over the last century. Because 

these democratic buzzwords are used rhetorically and passed down, words such as 

“democracy,” “liberty,” and “freedom” all create a notion that these concepts are 

something that not only needs to be protected but should be expanded to all humans. But 

certain words, democracy and liberty for instance, have multiple definitions and 

meanings.  

The term “liberty” alone has been the subject of multiple philosophical and 

academic debates over the last few centuries (Stone & Norton, 1997). Generations have 

questioned: Who deserves liberty, and do all humans have access to it? These questions 

further complicate the understanding of American civil religion because, as Bellah 

explains, the person invoking the language of American civil religion does not have to 

provide any specific definition, leaving much to be implied from the usage. Recently 

politicians have utilized these words and symbols and even begun to change them 

slightly. While “liberty” and “freedom” certainly had their place in American history, it 

seems that “hope” and “change” are now valued buzzwords, being used everywhere, 

from political speeches to the campaign monikers of President Barack Obama in 2008, 

and numerous other candidates before him.  

 Bellah’s original 1967 article points out the use of civil religion in the speeches of 

John F. Kennedy. What he notes of the usage of the term “God” by Kennedy is that none 

of the uses rely on context; each is used in a place where multiple definitions could be 
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inferred. He states, “If we could understand why he mentioned God, the way in which he 

did, and what he meant to say in those three references, we would understand much about 

American civil religion” (Bellah, 1967). But the word “God” has been used by so many 

politicians over the years in a similar way that even founders who revered a great creator 

never revealed in their writing specifically who this creator could be. This could be a 

simple rhetorical trick, allowing the audience to subscribe their own meaning, but as 

Bellah notes,  

“God” has clearly been a central symbol in the civil religion from the beginning 

and remains so today. This symbol is just as central to the civil religion as it is to 

Judaism or Christianity. In the late eighteenth century this posed no problem; 

even Tom Paine, contrary to his detractors, was not an atheist. From left to right 

and regardless of church or sect, all could accept the idea of God. (Bellah, 1967, 

p. 8) 

So while the Founding Fathers wanted a clear separation of church and state, the idea of a 

great powerful being watching over and guiding the democracy of America as it grows 

allows the nation to feel like there is a higher power pushing them onward. As Bellah 

also notes, “God” has no specific religious ties either, so rhetorically it can speak to 

numerous citizens of various faiths and echo the message of some higher-power support.  

Studying many of the rituals of civil religion in the United States begins to reveal 

how these pieces placed together create larger practices and policies that affect not only 

governance but also human behavior.  
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Rituals  

 The impact of a religion on a specific culture depends heavily on how that 

religion is able to both reach the masses and reproduce itself. These reproductions create 

habit-like behavior that humans continually make part of their schemas (Smith, 2003). 

The individual views the repeated behavior as natural; this is how many religions are able 

to not only have staying power but also solidify themselves further as a belief system. 

The civil religion of the United States relies very heavily on the previously mentioned 

symbols and beliefs to bolster its beliefs and grasp its staying power. When those 

symbols and beliefs are combined together, they create ritualistic performances that in 

turn create stronger echoes of belief within the system. They also give those who 

understand the uses of these pieces the ability to make them work together within a ritual 

to further their individual power.  

A ritual uses repeated practices in a prescribed manner to make a moment 

important and separate from the everyday (Grimes, 1982). A baby is not dunked under 

water every day, making baptism a truly special day; similarly a president is not elected 

every day either. Bellah explains that “the deepest ordering of impulse is cultural, is 

religious, occurs in myth and ritual” (Bellah, 1992, p. 85). For him these mythic rituals, 

which run through American society, are byproducts of the religious and cultural 

undercurrent. American civil religious rituals all rely on repetition of a theme and 

sometimes ascribe a civil religious meaning to an act or behavior, such as the president’s 

need to ceremonially knock before entering the house for his State of the Union address. 
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 One of the first examples of a civil religious ritual in one’s lifetime is the pledge 

of allegiance as performed in classrooms all over America every morning. The repetition 

of the pledge is an exercise in reifying the beliefs systems of Civil Religion, but, as some 

legal scholars argue, it is also an equal practice of forced recitation with very real 

punishments for non-participants (Laycock, 2004). The pledge of allegiance in the 

classroom as it is commonly used not only creates the necessary schema of repetition, as 

previously stated, but separates individuals who either do not want to participate or do 

not know the words, leading to a form of social punishment from peers. There have also 

been numerous public cases of schools punishing individuals for non-participation, some 

of which have even seen the Supreme Court. This is what makes the pledge work so well 

as a ritual of civil religion. The words of the pledge, combined with the social 

punishment of those who do not participate, prove a system of belief in the values of the 

message (Kao & Copulsky, 2007). One of the difficulties in identifying American civil 

religion is that America also comes with a full system of religion, so good or bad markers 

that are true of religion are equally true of a civil religion (Bellah, 1992, p. 104). As a 

result, punishments for “non-believers” who do not participate in a religious practice will 

be true of civil religion as well, and serve as proof of its existence. As the Catholic 

church has excommunicated those who have not been full believers, so too does the 

United States with its traitors and non “patriots.” 

 But some of the ritualistic practices here in the United States go beyond daily 

practice and are made special by their temporal isolation. The State of the Union is a 

constitutionally mandated ritual that requires pause in the daily practice of the American 
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life once a year as the President speaks to his colleagues and the nation. This practice has 

an important place in the creation and furthering of civil religion—it proves a democratic 

faith. Deliberation is a democratic value, and an address such as the State of the Union is 

designed to create dialogue immediately between all three branches of government. This 

practice resembles historical practices of democracy that go all the way back to ancient 

Greece, where senators would address the assembled body about the current status of the 

nation and where it was headed. The founders were heavily inspired by the Greeks when 

writing the U.S. Constitution, and wrote this practice in to ensure that democracy would 

take hold in the United States (Deneen, 2009).  

 But while the previous two examples are solidified via textually defined practices, 

some rituals within civil religion are inscribed meaning by either the individual who 

practices it or from repetition. In late 2013, President Barack Obama found himself 

embroiled in scandal when the media reported that he had forgotten to salute a Marine as 

he got onto the Marine One helicopter on the south lawn of the White House. The 

challenge was that he was disrespectful to the military and had forgotten basic practices 

of decency and respect. Ironically, the story was eventually canned by most media 

sources when it came to light that there was no actual protocol for this practice. In fact, 

the written protocol calls for soldiers to salute the president, as he is the Commander in 

Chief, but not the other way around (Manual, 1940). However, though the President is 

expected to be the leader of the military, part of that strength comes from behaving as if 

he was or is a part of the military. The meaning behind the gesture or ritual of the 

President saluting the Marines who are there to defend him comes from President 
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Eisenhower, who after being a general and becoming president kept up many of his 

military practices in the White House, which included the salute of soldiers. Of interest, 

however, is the fact that no president actively saluted the soldiers in everyday practice 

until Ronald Reagan (Ambrose, 1991). This practice once again does not have grounding 

in text, but was ascribed meaning in practice. These practices repeated over and over led 

to making the salute to the marines a mandatory ritual, especially if the president wants to 

keep good faith amongst his followers: the American people. 

Ye Who Have Little Faith 

 In Rousseau’s conceptualization of civil religion there was no place for the 

individual. Rousseau saw the beliefs and symbols apparent in religion as a natural part of 

society, making power a divinely granted position. Today in the United States politicians 

receive their offices because of the “divine power” of the voter. Yet the study of 

American civil religion does little to open a space for the voter, but rather rehearses the 

beliefs and symbols of Rousseau in American contexts.  

Much of Bellah’s work in Varieties of Civil Religion was to not only highlight the 

expansion of the beliefs and understandings of civil religion, but also to specifically note 

how it was rooting itself in American culture and what it could potentially become. A 

salient example is the eighth chapter, written by Phillip Hammond, in Robert Bellah’s 

book, titled “Civility and Civil Religion: The Emergence of Cults.” In it Hammond 

outlines how the fanaticism of American fervor could produce cult-like organizations and 

parties that could very well play up themes of civil religion to expand more votes (R. 

Bellah & P. Hammond, 1980). More recently this has been linked to work in 
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understanding the Tea Party’s ability to gain votes by using religiously charged rhetoric 

and American symbolism. The combination of the two seems to have created a politically 

potent combination that has been enough to knock many incumbents out of their seats 

and to hold parts of the G.O.P. hostage (Skocpol & Williamson, 2012). Because the 

members of the  Tea Party may see themselves in a heavily prophetic role, they are 

actively working to change the policies that govern America to be closer to their ideal.  

 While American civil religion can make political messages more effective, one of 

the markers of research on the concept is that it almost entirely relies on the politician or 

party that utilizes it. In fact, more recent works have begun to note that many American 

civil religion studies work hard to address ways in which politicians can use American 

civil religion without focusing on how these terms and phrases actually impact the voters 

who listen to them (Gorski, 2010). This is of interest, as the rooted foundations outlined 

by Rousseau relied heavily on the concept that by becoming a collective, humanity gave 

up some of its freedoms in contract with the state. This means that if the state is to 

receive its power from humanity, then it is important to understand the wants and needs 

of those signing the contract, and how they have allowed the contract to continue for 

almost three hundred years. Robert Bellah narrowed the focus to help establish ways to 

see American civil religion as it exists. It would seem most scholars have utilized the 

principles, beliefs, signs, symbols, and rituals while negating the very persons that give 

them power. Politicians who are able to capitalize on both religious fervor and American 

civil religious beliefs are nearly guaranteed success, or a significant portion of the voting 

population (Wimberley, 1980). As politicians move more and more to blur the line 
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between religion and civil society, it is important to remember that the voters at the base 

of the religion give the power to the system itself, and help power the continuation of its 

practice. The numerous American renewals have been largely voter driven, with a part of 

society demanding a change and hoping America will continually ensure the promises it 

made to all (Fullinwider, 1999).  

 American civil religion helps to create American momentum, but it relies entirely 

on its followers: the American citizens. Scholarship should therefore not only recognize 

and identify how the use of civil religion can affect voters, but to what extent. If voters do 

not believe in a system they do not show up. As scholars continually debate whether or 

not voters are actually showing up (Gerber & Rogers, 2009; Gray & Caul, 2000; Green, 

2011; Powell, 1986) and what the reasoning behind their decisions of attendance are, it 

may be important to recognize that the civic life of the voters is almost entirely based 

upon how they see themselves in the process of elections (Schudson, 1998). It is 

important that citizens and voters feel like they are participating in a process that matters, 

so it seems the game now is getting people to show up by maximizing their positive 

feelings of participation (Dalton, 2008b). I argue that these feelings of participation are 

not just experiential in practice but in belief. When a voter feels their vote matters and is 

significant, they will likely go to the polls, making belief the driving force behind the 

practice. Voters who ascribe to this then become followers of American civil religion. 

Given that civil religion exists as an important facet of American culture and society, it 

becomes imperative to recognize the importance of the religion’s followers. 
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However, the languages or tools necessary to discover the voter in civil religion 

may not be available. The lack of these tools could be why scholars fail to include 

citizens and voters in their conceptions of civil religion. The next chapter will help begin 

to rejoin the voter experience to the concept of civil religion. By turning to William 

James, the hope is to identify how the American voter experiences civil religion in the 

same ways a follower of faith would.  
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Chapter 2: William James and Theoretical Possibilities 
  
 

As Chapter One asserted, civil religion is utilized by and becomes apparent to 

society through identification. But the very understanding and identification of any 

symbol relies on the people who interpret and define it. This chapter attempts to highlight 

the creation of meaning for a civil religion by those who experience it. For the purposes 

of this work, experience is defined as knowledge received through exposure to, or 

involvement with, a fact or event.  Empirical knowledge of a concept is then knowledge, 

which comes from experience. Experience can play a significant role in the creation of 

meaning. Potentially, then, the meaning of the symbols and concepts of civil religion can 

hold a critical function in the rhetoric of politicians.  

The use of civil religious symbols to evoke meaning relies heavily on those who 

have created this meaning for themselves. Arguably this comes from the experiences that 

taught them to place such a meaning with these symbols. Much like churches teach a 

child that an icon of a deity is sacred and special, civil religion creates its meaning from 

those who are taught to hold its symbols and deities sacred. It is difficult to remove the 

experience from the symbolized and the symbol from the experience. The symbol is 

implicit in experience and experience is implicit within the symbol. This can naturally 

cause some consternation with the origin of the concept—which came first? However, it 

is this interconnectivity that maintains experience as an important piece of civic religion. 

It is the transition that one’s conceptualizations go through from experience to experience 

that solidifies various meanings as separate and significant. As people expand their 
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various experiences, the meanings of those experiences are sorted away into various 

thought patterns and schemas, which then shape their future behaviors and habits.  

As for the use of “experience” in the field of rhetorical scholarship, especially in 

the case of the scholar William James, there are a few roadblocks and hurdles that 

scholars who would use James must overcome. For scholars of rhetoric, his reliance on 

individual experience is viewed as problematic; it appears to lack an understanding of the 

importance of symbols and society and how they structure experience (Danisch, 2007, p. 

25). This problematic view of the individual experience can be traced back to the 

linguistic turn that made a concept such as experience, due to its subjective reality, to be 

viewed as outdated or challenging (Scott, 1991). For William James, experiences were 

not just in the individuals’ heads, but rather were an interaction between individuals and 

their environments. Given the considerable concerns that experience is only a singular 

and subjective reality, why then turn to a scholar like William James to understand 

American civil religion? As previously mentioned, an experience and a symbol cannot be 

fully disconnected from each other in the realm of understanding. William James 

believed that though many things are experienced, language is special, as language 

represents something more. James states that when we come into contact with language 

“[a] piece of experience of a determinate sort is there, but there at first as a ‘pure’ fact. 

Motion originally simply is; only later is it confined to this thing or to that” (James, 1976, 

p. 146). So our language and the very words we use have deeper, richer roots to a “pure” 

fact or experience, giving them a greater meaning because of the experiences, previous 

and current, that happen when coming into contact with that language. Seeing a statue or 
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a sign provides an experience, just as hearing a word would elicit an experience of 

understanding. An individual who has experiential knowledge will likely meet others 

who share in that knowledge. This connection creates larger groups and movements.  

The scholarship on rhetoric and pragmatism has seen considerable expansion in 

recent years (Crick, 2010; Danisch, 2007; Stob, 2011). Pragmatism has shown strong 

potential to be used effectively as a methodology (Stroud, 2009, 2010). There seems to be 

a niche in the expansion and application of pragmatism as a rhetorical methodology. 

Given American civil religion’s theoretical grounding in sociology, psychology, and 

political thought, pragmatism provides an ideal lens to analyze its ability to affect 

American citizens, specifically how the experiences of civil religion are crucial in their 

construction and perpetuation as a critical part of rhetoric and imagery in the popular 

American imagination. When reaching this aim, the work of William James becomes 

ideal for understanding experience as a critical point of civil religion. More directly, 

understanding religious experiences further situates civil religion as a force that 

potentially binds and inspires its citizens to a greater civil society. However, William 

James’s brand of pragmatism does not seem to be as readily used in rhetorical studies as 

that of scholars such as Dewey (Stob, 2011). James’s appearances in much of the work 

on pragmatism and rhetoric have been brief. Paul Stob argues this may be due to his 

explicit focus on the individual experience; as he argues, “rhetoric is largely a social 

affair, dealing with the way symbols create connections between people, James’s 

individualism may be off putting” (Stob, 2011).   
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American civil religion is religious in behavior, but scholars need to understand it 

as an experience. Given that William James has a detailed understanding of experience, 

specifically religious experience, he provides an ideal methodology to aid in 

understanding American civil religion’s effectiveness within American culture and 

society. Some have pointed to the important and necessary possibilities of expansion on 

James’s work in the field of rhetorical studies because his focus on individual experience 

could provide further insight about and appreciation of how those experiences complicate 

our understanding of the creation of meaning (Danisch, 2007; Stob, 2008).  In an effort to 

reach this aim, this chapter will initially foreground William James’s place in rhetoric, 

attempting to further answer the lack of expanded use of his works. Then it will turn to 

the frameworks of religious experience that he outlines in his lectures and discuss how 

that framework can be utilized. Finally, this work will begin to join The Varieties of 

Religious Experience (1902) and the conceptions of civil religion to build a deeper 

understanding of the way an individual voter’s experience can further research in civil 

religion. 

Pragmatism, Rhetoric, and William James? 

 In the past few years, the field of rhetorical studies has seen a great influx of work 

exploring or combining rhetoric and pragmatism. As the field of rhetorical studies 

focuses on the study of language and why it matters to humanity, the condition of human 

experience is central. Why are we persuaded? Why do we feel compelled? It seems only 

natural that pragmatism becomes an increasingly important and helpful tool to answering 

these questions. Further, experience is a hallmark of the pragmatic tradition, and as 
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Danisch (2007) notes, experience is heavily relied upon in rhetoric as well, making 

pragmatism an ideal path for rhetoric to begin traveling. As pragmatic scholarship in the 

field of rhetoric has expanded, it has given great attention to the scholarship of pragmatic 

thinkers such as Charles Sanders Peirce (Craig, 2007; Hookway, 2002; Simonson, 2001) 

and John Dewey (Crick, 2010; Stroud, 2009a, 2010, 2011). These two thinkers are often 

lauded in the scholarship for their appreciation of community and culture, making it fairly 

easy to identify many of the links between rhetorical studies and pragmatism. This then 

becomes an enquiry as to where William James is located in the scholarship. 

 Paul Stob began the effort to provide answers to this question by examining how 

James’s reliance on individuality may be what poisoned him in the eyes of rhetoricians.  

Naturally, James is not, at first glance, an ideal scholar for examining rhetoric in the 

sense of a large group persuasion or the mass effects of mediated rhetoric. However, 

through more examination it becomes evident that his individuality spoke to a greater 

want or expectation of society. William James was not interested in or approving of the 

larger social institutions that got in the way of an individual’s freedom. The idea of 

regimentation or control was not favored by James as it stifled human experience and 

potential; he was “captivated by the ideal of absolutely untangled and unfettered 

individuality” (Otto, 1943, p. 189). 

 This distrust of those entities that would stifle individuality reflects how William 

James viewed individuals as working units in the creation of a larger and greater 

humanity. Anything that would act negatively on those individuals was malicious to 

James. Further, William James found the focus on larger structures and forces to be a 
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distraction from the individual as well. This is explained through a letter he penned to 

Mrs. Henry Whitman in June of 1899. He writes, 

I am against bigness and greatness in all their forms, and with the invisible 

molecular forces that work from individual to individual, stealing in through the 

crannies of the world like so many soft rootlets, or like the capillary oozing of 

water, and yet rending the hardest monuments of man's pride, if you give them 

time. The bigger the unit you deal with, the hollower, the more brutal, the more 

mendacious is the life displayed. So I am against all big organizations as such, 

national ones first and foremost: against all big successes and big results; and in 

favor of the eternal forces of truth which always work in the individual and 

immediately unsuccessful way, under-dogs always, till history comes after they 

are long dead, and puts them on the top. (James, 1920, p. 308) 

A quick and cursory reading of this letter could entirely place William James as a staunch 

individualist against societal forces. But I believe that James is pointing out that a large 

entity is viewed from above, much like an iceberg. It is seen as massive and cold, but 

when examined closely is made up of thousands of individual crystal structures. The 

individual crystals’ placement decide so much of what is seen, so a focus on the mass and 

not on the individual leaves one wanting. For James, much of individual experience is 

sliced up as part of the whole, and then sliced up further depending on an individual’s 

purpose or cognition. To take theory wholly at face value negates the individual 

experience as unimportant or necessary. This belief is part of what makes William James 

special when brought to the field of rhetorical studies.  
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 It seems, however, that to some scholars of rhetoric James’s focus on experience 

and individuality was problematic. It supposedly negated, or didn’t understand, the 

importance of symbols and society’s ability to structure experience (Danisch, 2007). 

William James cared deeply about the individual and the primacy of “experience” as a 

tool for understanding the world. This is the root of his definition of pragmatism. He was 

devoutly against American imperialist notions, as he viewed them, because he felt 

nationalistic and totalistic views created blindness. Paul Stob explains,  

Human intolerance, or what James called “a certain blindness,” resulted from our 

inability to experience the world as others experience it. At a personal level, 

James believed, blindness could lead to prejudice and bigotry. At a national level, 

the problems of blindness were multiplied in countless ways, including disastrous 

foreign policies. And just as all individuals had to recognize and manage their 

personal blindness, communities, societies, and nations had to stop themselves 

from acting blindly. (Stob, 2011, p. 240) 

 This conceptualization is what makes William James ideal for use in the field of 

rhetorical studies. Scholars have shown that the pragmatic definition of experience has 

many rhetorical uses (Bergman, 2009; Crick, 2004, 2010; Stroud, 2008, 2009a). The 

pragmatic definition allows for human experience to be central to understanding. As 

people experience the world through practical experiences and observations, they expand 

their personal understandings and beliefs. Thus when individuals experience something, 

it creates an individual meaning for each person, and as they connect with one another the 

experience is shared communally.  
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William James positions himself here, but expands the idea to a consistent 

“stream of experience”(2011) with constant evolution and negation. As people work to 

create meaning they experience different situations and moments. Rather than separate 

these pieces out, a person allows experiences to flow into one another. An individual’s 

experiences pool and create room for more information and opinions, leading James to 

point out that experience is most aptly and naturally described as a “river” or “stream” 

(James, 2011). While admittedly much of rhetorical studies is focused on the larger 

cultural and societal impacts of signs, I once again argue that the individual humans 

creating a larger society create, shape, and reinforce those signs and symbols as they 

come into contact with each other and share their personal definitions. So when an 

individual experiences a symbol, she or he will then share that meaning with another, 

building a response set together and sharing that on. Someone who experiences a cow 

will be able to discern a lot of things about and from the cow before they ever learn the 

name of the animal as “cow.” The initial experience of the animal builds a framework for 

later experiences. James elaborates on this as an essential part of the model of 

pragmatism: “You must bring out of each word its practical cash-value, set it at work 

within the stream of your experience. It appears less as a solution, then, than as a program 

for more work, and more particularly as an indication of the ways in which existing 

realities may be changed” (James, 1995, p. 27). So, the more individuals experience, the 

more they will change their habits and the way they go about the world, and thus the 

habits of those around them. 
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But for some scholars this notion may not be enough. It would seem that James 

did not address explicitly and directly whether or not experience was enough for the 

rhetorical tradition (Stob, 2011). However, James’s works on psychology and 

pragmatism specifically labor to understand how human experience alters the world and 

does not rely on a fixed or stagnated worldview. James, later in life, coined the term 

“Pure Experience” to define an experience that combines matter and the minds of 

humans. James (1976) explains pure experience as “the immediate flux of life which 

furnishes the material to our later reflection with its conceptual categories… a that which 

is not yet any definite what, tho’ ready to be all sorts of whats…”(46). James offers the 

intersection of pragmatism and rhetoric as a demonstration of how experience can 

function rhetorically and how it can draw people together in a shared perspective of 

common problems (Stob, 2011).  

These shared perspectives set William James up to elaborate further on the 

understanding of civil religion, as much of civil religion relies on the shared meaning of 

symbols and signs. This meaning comes from the sharing of experiences of civility and 

democracy together, and civil religion (as I will later argue) relies on these individual 

experiences being shared to further its aims and placements. But to accomplish this, first 

there must be an understanding of William James’s perspective on religious experiences 

and how the individual experience matters in the overall scheme of meaning.  

The Varieties of Religious Experience 

 William James was invited in 1897 to deliver the Gifford lectures in Natural 

Theology at the University of Edinburgh. While James was known at the time to decline 
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many lecture offers he received, choosing to enjoy and relish the time he spent at home, 

the offer of a lecture that allowed him to focus on a topic that had been of interest to him 

for a while seemed too good to pass up (Stob, 2013). The offer of this lectureship was 

impressive, not just because this was the first time an American had been offered the 

position, but as James himself says in the opening lecture, “I am neither a theologian, nor 

a scholar learned in the history of religions, nor an anthropologist” (James, 1985). Yet 

James’s lecture on the religious experience would become one of the greatest and most 

influential books of its time; the book The Varieties of Religious Experience was one of 

his masterpieces (Stob, 2013). What makes the work unique is James’s ability to 

empower his audience, making them feel that their experiences with religion mattered 

and that those experiences were grounded in self-truth. This is due, as Paul Stob explains, 

to his ability to speak to audiences about his own self-truths and the incontrovertible 

evidence of the singular experiences of others (Stob, 2013, p. 13). Many lecturers and 

academics before William James would talk about religion and theology in large abstract 

concepts, which had little translational power with their audiences. James was able to 

connect with his audience and use everyday experiences and examples to make his points 

and to help them connect with the concepts (Putnam, 1997). James worked diligently to 

make Varieties relatable to his audience, and hoped the work would become a response to 

the exclusionary tendencies of academic professionalism that he saw throughout the 

fields of science, philosophy, and theology (Stob, 2013). Given the nature of James’ work 

in The Varieties of Religious Experience, he makes an ideal framework for rhetorical 

projects, especially those dealing with religion and religious rhetoric. To grant a better 
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understanding of why, this section will outline the major points of his lectures and some 

application directions for researchers using Varieties of Religious Experience as a text. 

Religion And Neurology 

James begins the first lecture by examining his placement in the topic, giving his 

testimony (“I am not a theologian nor an anthropologist”) and setting himself up to 

explain that he is not interested in religious institutions, but rather religious feelings and 

impulses. As previously stated, James did not appreciate the academic professionalism 

that he felt set the academy apart from the people, so beginning by bringing up religious 

feelings and impulses placed William James in an ideal position to outline the 

experiences of the individual as part of a whole. He also discusses how the religious 

experience of an individual is unique, but not necessarily special. This creates an ideal 

point for use by rhetorical scholars, who look at individual experiences to help explain a 

whole movement or larger group experience.     

The work of a religious experience, he argues, is neurologically rooted, with some 

persons being more sensitive to it than others. Those who are more tightly tethered to 

these feelings are the “religious geniuses” that help highlight the experience to others.  

He explains, then, that it is crucial to discover the root experiences of religion to achieve 

this understanding. He writes,  

There can be no doubt that as a matter of fact a religious life, exclusively pursued, 

does tend to make the person exceptional and eccentric. I speak not now of your 

ordinary religious believer, who follows the conventional observances of his 

country, whether it be Buddhist, Christian, or Mohammedan. His religion has 
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been made for him by others, communicated to him by tradition, determined to 

fixed forms by imitation, and retained by habit. It would profit us little to study 

this second-hand religious life. We must make search rather for the original 

experiences which were the pattern-setters to all this mass of suggested feeling 

and imitated conduct.(1985, p. 23) 

So William James once again sets up the importance of individual experience as a root to 

later understanding, while also highlighting the institution of religion as something 

communicated and passed on. Returning to his concept of religious geniuses, he points 

out that they are not stable in their predilections of religion. He gives the example of 

George Fox, the founder of the Quaker religion, who according to a diary entry once 

pulled off his shoes in the middle of winter and went up and down the streets shouting. 

James refers to Fox as a psychopath, and marks that as an important distinction, stating, 

“…we cannot possibly ignore these pathological aspects of the subject. We must describe 

and name them just as if they occurred in non-religious men” (1985, p. 25). James 

explains that it is important to demarcate religious experiences from organized religion if 

they are to be fully examined, telling us that it is an easy intellectual tendency to group 

like with like. Organized religion for William James seemed to provide a shading of the 

experience, but looking at the religious experience on the individual level removed an 

organized religion’s expectations or notions of experiences and put the onus on the 

individual experiencing it.  

 In this vein, James also points out the problems created by intellectuals’ need for 

finding and revealing causes. Specifically, when an intellectual makes blanket assertions 
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of the causes of a particular phenomenon, such as religion, she or he removes the special 

or spectacular from the feelings that an individual experiences in that phenomenon. 

Humorously, he elaborates,  

Perhaps the commonest expression of this assumption that spiritual value is 

undone if lowly origin be asserted is seen in those comments which unsentimental 

people so often pass on their more sentimental acquaintances. Alfred believes in 

immortality so strongly because his temperament is so emotional. Fanny's 

extraordinary conscientiousness is merely a matter of over-instigated nerves. 

William’s melancholy about the universe is due to bad digestion—probably his 

liver is torpid. Eliza’s delight in her church is a symptom of her hysterical U.S. 

Constitution. Peter would be less troubled about his soul if he would take more 

exercise in the open air, etc. A more fully developed example of the same kind of 

reasoning is the fashion, quite common nowadays among certain writers, of 

criticizing the religious emotions by showing a connection between them and the 

sexual life. Conversion is a crisis of puberty and adolescence. The macerations of 

saints, and the devotion of missionaries, are only instances of the parental instinct 

of self-sacrifice gone astray. For the hysterical nun, starving for natural life, 

Christ is but an imaginary substitute for a more earthly object of affection. And 

the like. (1985, p. 27) 

The choice to include such a lengthy excerpt was designed to point out that James 

believed that numerous reasons and explanatory stories existed for individual religious 

experiences. He admitted that they each still required a level of scrutiny and testing to 
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ensure validity. However, the desire to quickly dismiss these experiences as invalid by 

most was unfair in James’s viewpoint. He goes on, “In the natural sciences and industrial 

arts it never occurs to anyone to try to refute opinions by showing up their author's 

neurotic U.S. Constitution. Opinions here are invariably tested by logic and by 

experiment, no matter what may be their author's neurological type. It should be no 

otherwise with religious opinions” (1985, p. 29).  Referring to experiences and the 

creation of religious opinions, James ultimately concludes that investigation into religious 

experiences is necessary, not to understand their origin, but to determine their effect on 

the whole phenomenon. So tracing religion via psychology allowed James (and future 

scholars) to trace affect patterns and provide more substantial evidence to claims of how 

religious experiences matter to individuals, and how these experiences when shared can 

create larger meanings for groups. In efforts to understand and define a religious 

experience using James’s definition, its necessary to read through his lectures to 

understand the many and quite diverse ways an individual can come into contact with 

religion, then string those together to create a definition, in James’ words, of religious 

experience.  

Circumscription Of The Topic 

 William James takes an important step in highlighting the inability of any lecture 

series to cover the entire field of religion, for the subject is as wide and expansive as the 

universe where it exists. The narrowing of his topic comes down to the concept of the 

individual and “religious sentiment.” Sentiment includes the numerous forms religion can 

take: religious fear, religious love, religious awe, religious joy, et cetera. So the religion 
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of the personal becomes his focus, and he defines religion in the context of his lecture for 

the audience. “Religion, therefore, as I now ask you arbitrarily to take it, shall mean for 

us the feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in their solitude, so far as they 

apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they may consider the divine” 

(1985, p. 38). By removing the churches and institutions that can cloud and shape 

religious experiences, James attempts to further place the “common man” at the forefront 

of his understanding and research. James also attempts to aid his definition by providing 

for the concept of the “divine,” which can cause some consternation. As James states, 

“There are systems of thought which the world usually calls religious, and yet which do 

not positively assume a God. Buddhism is in this case” (1985, p. 39).  James extends the 

notion to say that many, such as Emerson, have described an inner beauty that allows for 

the concept of the divine to not be attached to any object or specific deity. Thus the 

conceptions of “divinity” must be broadly defined. William James also makes an 

important narrowing of the term “divine” itself:  

There must be something solemn, serious, and tender about any attitude which we 

denominate religious. If glad, it must not grin or snicker; if sad, it must not scream 

or curse. It is precisely as being solemn experiences that I wish to interest you in 

religious experiences. So I propose—arbitrarily again, if you please—to narrow 

our definition once more by saying that the word “divine,” as employed therein, 

shall mean for us not merely the primal and enveloping and real, for that meaning 

if taken without restriction might well prove too broad. The divine shall mean for 
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us only such a primal reality as the individual feels impelled to respond to 

solemnly and gravely, and neither by a curse nor a jest. (1985, p. 42) 

Here James once again highlights the importance of the “common man” but makes 

religion special and serious. This is critical insight for academic studies of religion and 

religious experiences because it highlights the necessity for religion to be understood as 

experienced, and to be held as true to the individual, not true to all. So scholarship on 

religion must hold to this state of mind, which remains known to religious men “but to no 

others”(1985, pg. 43). He explains that this state of mind is critical in the existence of 

religion because of its grace and submissiveness.  

While not all will be drawn to religion, those who are find an experience that 

calms them or provides a necessary answer to the larger questions of existence in the 

universe. The questions of the afterlife and whether there is something greater will go 

unanswered by many, but the religious find solace. He states, 

For when all is said and done, we are in the end absolutely dependent on the 

universe; and into sacrifices and surrenders of some sort, deliberately looked at 

and accepted, we are drawn and pressed as into our only permanent positions of 

repose. Now in those states of mind which fall short of religion, the surrender is 

submitted to as an imposition of necessity, and the sacrifice is undergone at the 

very best without complaint. In the religious life, on the contrary, surrender and 

sacrifice are positively espoused: even unnecessary givings-up are added in order 

that the happiness may increase. Religion thus makes easy and felicitous what in 

any case is necessary; and if it be the only agency that can accomplish this result, 
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its vital importance as a human faculty stands vindicated beyond dispute. It 

becomes an essential organ of our life, performing a function which no other 

portion of our nature can so successfully fulfill. (1985, p. 44) 

The religious experience then hopes to both provide answers and promise its followers 

that their lives are important and that living good, happy lives in service of a greater 

power will mean something. The scholarship on religion should then effectively look 

toward experiences as shaping the individual to prepare themselves for these 

inevitabilities; for though death comes to all, religion provides a solace to some and 

allows them to live their lives with a purpose or meaning. James ultimately refers to this 

concept as “religion’s secret” (1985, p. 44).  

 James shows how scholars can focus on experience and individuality by removing 

the “system” from the equation. Through the removal of organized religion and a move 

toward individual experiential evidence, James highlights how we can take specific 

pieces of a movement or phenomena and expand our understanding of how those pieces, 

or persons, work within it. Making something like religious experience, or experience in 

general, a focus of research and study moves scholars closer to a holistic understanding 

of how movements and organizing efforts work. This takes a neurological approach to the 

understanding of phenomena. Why are people attracted to religion? It could be the way 

they are wired affects their individual emotions and experiences of the concept.  

The Reality Of The Unseen 

 William James begins his third lecture by highlighting the notion that religion is 

largely categorized as something we do not see. To him, there seems to be “psychological 
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peculiarities of such an attitude as this, of belief in an object which we cannot see” (1985, 

p. 46). James found this notion that most objects in the common religions are known only 

in idea worth exploring, for as we’ve come to “know” these concepts, they have created a 

perception of realness of the experience for the individual. This exploration creates an 

opportunity for scholars to link experience to the creation of an understanding.  

James highlights these peculiarities as another example of how humans 

experience religion in an important and unique way. He links it to Plato and his concept 

of abstract beauty, in which one is aware that there is something beyond the beauty of the 

earth. The Greek gods were representative of this great beauty of the universe. 

Personification and giving image to these feelings and abstractions gives them a literal 

human face. This notion once again supports an individual’s pure experience as being 

part feeling, part physical and wholly joined to the creation. It takes previous experiences, 

builds upon them, and utilizes them given current purposes of understanding.  

 The feelings experienced by an individual need to be grounded or given a face to 

be understood and shared. It is the common man’s journey to understand and be 

understood. So for William James, the proof needed for religious experience relied upon 

the ability to find the “something there” of religious experience, something that shows 

how a feeling of spiritual movement could exist without a physical object. “The most 

curious proofs of the existence of such an undifferentiated sense of reality as this are 

found in experiences of hallucination” (1985, p. 47). William James turns then to an 

experience of a friend, who recounted,  
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On the previous night I had had, after getting into bed at my rooms in College, a 

vivid tactile hallucination of being grasped by the arm, which made me get up and 

search the room for an intruder; but the sense of presence properly so called came 

on the next night. After I had got into bed and blown out the candle, I lay awake 

awhile thinking on the previous night's experience, when suddenly I felt 

something come into the room and stay close to my bed. It remained only a 

minute or two. I did not recognize it by any ordinary sense, and yet there was a 

horribly unpleasant “sensation” connected with it. It stirred something more at the 

roots of my being than any ordinary perception. (1985, p. 47) 

While James notes immediately that his friend did not recount the experiences as the 

presence of god, he points out that it would not have been unnatural to do so. For religion 

as experienced by many is not a conception or idea, but a sense of reality. They are 

validated so much that the experiences they have, even if entirely sense based, are a 

reality individual to them, and cannot be readily dismissed by other’s realities.  

When researchers look into religion and its effects, the individual must remain 

central to those studies. Their experiences are as grounded and real as a “quasi-sensible” 

reality to them. “Sense realities” are both aesthetic and physical in their construction, 

making them of interest to researchers due to their complexity. The feelings and emotions 

experienced by an individual encountering religion are optimistic in nature, and they are 

relayed to other based entirely on the interpretation of the individual. Individual religious 

experiences are critical to study academically in that they highlight the importance of 

sense-making as an aesthetic quality of reality-making. As people make sense of one 
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experience to themselves they will seek meaning in others, and religion will work to 

inscribe meaning on top of those experiences. 

The Religion Of Healthy Mindedness 

 William James combines lectures four and five to discuss the concepts of 

religious happiness and optimism. He explains that happiness is critical to much of the 

work of life and philosophy.  

How to gain, how to keep, how to recover happiness, is in fact for most men at all 

times the secret motive of all they do, and of all they are willing to endure. The 

hedonistic school in ethics deduces the moral life wholly from the experiences of 

happiness and unhappiness which different kinds of conduct bring; and, even 

more in the religious life than in the moral life, happiness and unhappiness seem 

to be the poles round which the interest revolves (1985, p. 52).  

Religion then provides an ideal stream to travel to happiness. This begins the 

conceptualization of two simpler kinds of religious happiness: the “once-born” and the 

“twice-born.” First conceptualized by the works of Francis W. Newman, the once-born is 

outlined by James as follows:  

They see God, not as a strict Judge, not as a Glorious Potentate; but as the 

animating Spirit of a beautiful harmonious world, Beneficent and Kind, Merciful 

as well as Pure. The same characters generally have no metaphysical tendencies: 

they do not look back into themselves. Hence they are not distressed by their own 

imperfections: yet it would be absurd to call them self-righteous; for they hardly 

think of themselves at all. This childlike quality of their nature makes the opening 
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of religion very happy to them: for they no more shrink from God, than a child 

from an emperor, before whom the parent trembles: in fact, they have no vivid 

conception of any of the qualities in which the severer Majesty of God consists 

(1985, p. 53). 

William James broadens the concept that for the once-born their consciousness of 

religion and the optimism taken from it becomes quasi-pathological. They have an 

inability to feel evil and this allows them to experience the world in a completely 

different way. James calls for the identification of an involuntary, yet systematic, way of 

being healthy-minded.  

At the time of his lectures, James pointed out, the past fifty years in Christianity 

had seen “healthy-mindedness to overcome the morbidness of the old hell-fire theology” 

(1985, p. 54). James marks this as important; preachers and people of faith were now 

insisting on the dignity of man, rather than his depravity, making a preoccupation with 

eternal damnation a waste of time and reprehensible. This key turn in understanding 

allows for the “once-born” to remain optimistic in all things. This optimism is 

encouraged, as James notes, by popular science, which led to and is proven by the “Mind-

Cure movement,” which he examines via their first tenet: “The first underlying cause of 

all sickness, weakness, or depression is the human sense of separateness from that Divine 

Energy which we call God" (1985, p. 56).  As James notes, this is incredibly suggestive, 

but he states that “suggestion” is only another name for “the power of ideas, so far as they 

prove efficacious over belief and conduct” (1985, p. 56). While James points out that 

science would be quick to explain away happiness as an effect of chemical and physical 
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forces, the experience is consistently called upon for validation. “Live as if I were true, 

…and every day will practically prove you right” (1985, p. 56).  Further, for James this 

tenet grounds this group as optimistic and is crucial to attending to the world as a rational 

being. Always looking towards the self to seek answers about the whole of their 

experiences meant that they could find their answers internally and did not need external 

validation. Ultimately, William James felt that these experiences show that the universe 

has many more sides than any one group allows. He rejoined this as an opportunity for 

science and religion: “Evidently, then, the science and the religion are both of them 

genuine keys for unlocking the world’s treasure-house” (1985, p. 57).  

Consequently, Varieties provides numerous opportunities for scholars to view 

religion and even optimism at the individual level as a tool of understanding that aids in 

the invention and identification of meaning-making from experiences that would 

otherwise be impossible to codify. Most experiences are physical and can be observed, 

allowing for them to have witnesses. Even if multiple people are in a room for a religious 

experience, each individual will experience it differently, some not at all.  

The Sick Soul 

 Lectures six and seven turn to investigate negative feelings within religion. As 

James notes, those who have a positive outlook view evil as a disease, and worrying over 

evil is a disease in itself. “Even repentance and remorse, affections which come in the 

character of ministers of good, may be but sickly and relaxing impulses. The best 

repentance is to up and act for righteousness, and forget that you ever had relations with 

sin” (1985, p. 77). As James explains, many religions work actively to overcome this 
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challenge. “Within the Christian body, for which repentance of sins has from the 

beginning been the critical religious act, healthy-mindedness has always come forward 

with its milder interpretation. Repentance according to such healthy-minded Christians 

means getting away from the sin, not groaning and writhing over its commission” (1985, 

p. 77). Thus the religious project of many who are sick minded is to consistently work to 

overcome the personal evils of the world, unlike those who are healthy minded and view 

the world as fine, devoid of any “real” evil.  

 The challenge then in the positive mind becomes what to do with the concept of 

evil if it is a part of life and if we accept that it provides a considerable burden to our 

understanding of God. For most philosophies of religion, especially pantheistic or 

monistic, everything is rooted in God, and so the challenge becomes balancing this when 

God is considered absolutely good. James states,  

This difficulty faces us in every form of philosophy in which the world appears as 

one flawless unit of fact. Such a unit is an Individual, and in it the worst parts 

must be as essential as the best, must be as necessary to make the individual what 

he is; since if any part whatever in an individual were to vanish or alter, it would 

no longer be that individual at all. (1985, p. 78).  

This becomes a balance issue for those who would otherwise have the ideal perfected 

unit. But as James notes, this provides equal opportunity for a critical understanding of 

the universe as a whole. He viewed this as a solution: “[an] obvious escape from paradox 

here is to cut loose from the monistic assumption altogether, and to allow the world to 

have existed from its origin in pluralistic form, as an aggregate or collection of higher and 
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lower things and principles, rather than an absolutely unitary fact. For then evil would not 

need to be essential; it might be, and may always have been, an independent portion that 

had no rational or absolute right to live with the rest, and which we might conceivably 

hope to see got rid of at last” (1985, p. 78).  

 Further discussion of the evil in the world, and religion’s place surrounding it, 

returns James to the concepts of disillusionment and melancholy. Disillusionment in 

religion is a pathological effect likened by James to depression. There are many routes to 

depression for an individual, and varied too are the routes away from the concept or 

feeling of a “god.” For examples he turns to Tolstoy, Bunyan, and an anonymous 

account, all of which bore the definition of depression and realization fitting what he 

described as some of the “many kinds of pathological depression. Sometimes it is mere 

passive joylessness and dreariness, discouragement, dejection, lack of taste and zest and 

spring” (1985, p. 79).  Through an examination of these accounts, James traces an 

argument toward the realization of humanity and corporeal status. Essentially, all three 

accounts deal with the understanding and realization of the effect of death. For Tolstoy it 

became a question of what happens to his spirit after he passes; he called this a “thirst for 

god.” Bunyan points out a different melancholy, in that his thoughts went inward. He felt 

that he had been polluted from the get-go, that man suffers this affliction because he is a 

physical body on the earth and is always open to temptation and sin. Finally, the last 

account talks of the realization that death provides finality, and that the potential of no 

afterlife could obviously cause someone to grow “really insane.” But as James accounts, 

the ability to see “god” as a “spirit-like refuge” frees one from such debility.  
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 Eventually, William James shows that there is no intellectual insanity or 

depression seen in these accounts, but rather support for the idea that the core of a 

religious problem or work is that no prophet can state his or her final message unless that 

statement is grounded in a believable reality for the individual. This may not be 

completely possible, but as James reconciles, “The completest religions would therefore 

seem to be those in which the pessimistic elements are best developed. Buddhism, of 

course, and Christianity are the best known to us of these. They are essentially religions 

of deliverance: the man must die to an unreal life before he can be born into the real life” 

(1985, pg. 81). This is where the description of the “twice-born,” who must be delivered 

from evil, is found.  

Scholars should look into specific religions’ effectiveness based on their ability to 

provide sound reasoning and at least a start to the answers its followers seek. 

Furthermore, James provides a lens and a tool for study with which to view 

organizational messages that provide an answer or solution to their target audience or 

“follower.” Once again, he bridges the gap between an individual and a collective. The 

need to lead followers who fell off the wagon and want to return appears throughout the 

fitness industry and fashion, as well as religion. With multiple persuasive platforms, the 

twice-born appeal is an effective mass persuasion technique.  

The Divided Self and the Process of its Unification 

 William James very much understood that the scope of human existence was 

complicated, and that much of this begins at the start of an individual’s life. The “once-
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born” are born happy and whole and can remain that way as they please. The “twice-

born” have a different challenge ahead of them, as James elaborates, 

In the religion of the twice-born, on the other hand, the world is a double-storied 

mystery. Peace cannot be reached by the simple addition of pluses and 

elimination of minuses from life. Natural good is not simply insufficient in 

amount and transient, there lurks a falsity in its very being. Cancelled as it all is 

by death if not by earlier enemies, it gives no final balance, and can never be the 

thing intended for our lasting worship. It keeps us from our real good, rather; and 

renunciation and despair of it are our first step in the direction of the truth. There 

are two lives, the natural and the spiritual, and we must lose the one before we can 

participate in the other. (1985, pg. 97) 

Thus those who are “twice-born” deal with a series of spiritual inconsistencies that vary 

from person to person. As people experience life they are consistently balancing their 

internal identity. This, he says, is played up intensely by Protestant christianity, which 

presents the common man as battling in an eternal struggle of two selves, one actual and 

the other ideal. This battle is played out across religions among those who seek to better 

themselves in an effort to be rewarded in the end. This, James explains, can cause a great 

deal of anxiety for an individual and alter their very behavior and understanding: 

This amount of inconsistency will only count as amiable weakness; but a stronger 

degree of heterogeneity may make havoc of the subject's life. There are persons 

whose existence is little more than a series of zigzags, as now one tendency and 

now another gets the upper hand. Their spirit wars with their flesh, they wish for 
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incompatibles, wayward impulses interrupt their most deliberate plans, and their 

lives are one long drama of repentance and of effort to repair misdemeanors and 

mistakes. (1985, pg. 98) 

This havoc then becomes something one always works to reconcile, and many find their 

solace once again within religion. Religion is an important piece in puzzling back 

together their self-ideal identity. William James believed everyone had a series of  

“selves” that cut up the way he or she experienced the world. A religious experience 

helps fulfill one of the selves, which he called the “spiritual self.”   

By the Spiritual Self, so far as it belongs to the Empirical Me, I mean a man's 

inner or subjective being, his psychic faculties or dispositions, taken concretely; 

not the bare principle of personal Unity, or 'pure' Ego, which remains still to be 

discussed. These psychic dispositions are the most enduring and intimate part of 

the self, that which we most verily seem to be. We take a purer self-satisfaction 

when we think of our ability to argue and discriminate, of our moral sensibility 

and conscience, of our indomitable will, than when we survey any of our other 

possessions. Only when these are altered is a man said to be alienatus a se.  

(James, 2011, p. 13) 

The act described above is also a psychological process of rejoining one’s self to be more 

reflective of the aspirations of humanity. However, any way one journeys toward this 

fulfillment of the self can be noble: “The fact of interest for us is that as a matter of fact 

they could and did find something welling up in the inner reaches of their consciousness, 

by which such extreme sadness could be overcome” (1985, pg. 99). The unification of an 
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ideal self provides scholars the opportunity to make critical inquiry into the processes of 

self-affirmation and identity building, which are not concrete, leaving room for the 

spiritual effect.  

Looking at forms of identity assemblage that are neither traditional nor concrete 

may provide interesting insight into the notion that identity can be constructed at both a 

grounded level and an ethereal or non-planar level. Identity construction is widely known 

to be complicated, but often it relies on the notion that an individual is creating their own 

identity to please others—identity is defined through others. Taking William James into 

the equation also leaves room for the theory that identity construction can come from a 

non-corporeal place. Scholars of identity and identity construction could look to how the 

onus for the creation of identity could exist on another level within a human, a level that 

aims to please a “higher power.”  

Conversion  

 William James was quick to note that the “twice-born” may not be aware of 

religion as a solution to their crisis of division, or may not arrive at that conclusion until 

later in life. As he begins,  

To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive grace, to experience religion, to 

gain an assurance, are so many phrases which denote the process, gradual or 

sudden, by which a self hitherto divided, and consciously wrong inferior and 

unhappy, becomes unified and consciously right superior and happy, in 

consequence of its firmer hold upon religious realities. This at least is what 
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conversion signifies in general terms, whether or not we believe that a direct 

divine operation is needed to bring such a moral change about. (1985, pg. 109) 

Once again, James is quick to remove “god” from the equation, instead focusing the 

argument on the “realities” of an experience that creates moral change and betters the 

individual. Conversion then is opened to multiple experiences that bring an individual to 

this moral enlightenment. These “conversions” can occur equally on a level above the 

individual as well, based on the other individuals one comes into contact with. As James 

notes, most of psychology holds that  

a man's ideas, aims, and objects form diverse internal groups and systems, 

relatively independent of one another. Each “aim” which he follows awakens a 

certain specific kind of interested excitement, and gathers a certain group of ideas 

together in subordination to it as its associates; and if the aims and excitements 

are distinct in kind, their groups of ideas may have little in common. When one 

group is present and engrosses the interest, all the ideas connected with other 

groups may be excluded from the mental field. (James 1985, pg. 115) 

Here again is the echo of the idea that experiences are fluid and lead one to multiple 

understandings and realities based on individual experiences that inform one another. 

Through a bevy of experiences an individual is able to formulate the center of what 

James calls “personal energy,” which is explained to be potentially problematic for 

grounded psychologists who would not otherwise be able to otherwise for all the single 

forces at work. James believes that “some persons never are, and possibly never could be, 

converted. Religious ideas cannot become the centre of their spiritual energy. They may 
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be excellent persons, servants of God in practical ways, but they are not children of his 

kingdom” (1985, p. 118). James frames spirituality and religion once again as a unique  

experience of an individual who may work to make themselves ideal but will never quite 

reach it, at least not via the route of religion.   

 William James does make a point to those who would otherwise remain 

suspicious of immediate conversion. “If we take instantaneous conversions on their 

psychological side exclusively we are tempted to suspect, not necessarily the presence of 

divine miracle, but rather a simple psychological peculiarity” (1985, pg. 121). Here, then, 

he returns to an earlier argument that a thing, in this case conversion, does not need to 

define its worth in the moment, but must rather be reflective of its origin. So he explains 

that the affective experience of conversion relies more on the assurances of the 

conversion than the faith-state. Once again, humankind is consistently working to make 

themselves whole. Working this line of reasoning, an individual may find an easy and 

swift path to this full conversion and absolution. While some may still scoff at this idea, 

James sums up the argument perfectly:  “Psychologically, as well as religiously this is 

shallow. Men lapse from every level—we need no statistics to tell us that. Love is well 

known not to be irrevocable, yet, constant or inconstant, it reveals new flights and 

reaches of ideality while it lasts. These revelations form its significance to men and 

women, whatever be its duration” (1985, pg. 122).  

Scholars reading into this can understand how an individual’s complicated life 

experiences clearly shape not only their inner identity but also the identity they project to 

others. From this perspective, persuasion of conversion is not necessarily a one-and-done 
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phenomena, but something that can take work to solidify as personal energy comes 

together to form an ideal self. Further, this provides excellent opportunities within mass 

persuasion research to understand how “followers” can be led to an idea or belief over a 

period of time, ultimately solidifying that belief. There is also the question of whether or 

not this creates stronger held beliefs over time.  

Defining Religious Experience 

 Through the delineation of his lecture, William James creates a series of themes 

and ideas that can be pieced together to understand and identify a religious experience. 

There are numerous ways to come into contact with and understand religion; the 

experience can vary greatly from individual to individual. However, when piecing 

together many of the elements a clear picture emerges of what a religious experience is.  

William James defined four features of a religious experience. A religious 

experience is, firstly, transient, in that the experience is momentary and impacts the 

individual for a period of time before the individual returns to “normal.” The experience 

is also outside of a normal perception of space and time. As James explains, “they come 

seldom, and they do not come to every one; and the rest of life makes either no 

connection with them, or tends to contradict them more than it confirms them. Some 

persons follow more the voice of the moment in these cases, some prefer to be guided by 

the average results” (James, 1985, p. 16). Secondly, James explains that experience is 

ineffable; it cannot be put into words. James quotes a clergyman on this point, who said 

of his own religious experience,  
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 For the moment nothing but an ineffable joy and exaltation remained. It is 

 impossible fully to describe the experience. It was like the effect of some great 

 orchestra when all the separate notes have melted into one swelling harmony that 

 leaves the listener conscious of nothing save that his soul is being wafted 

 upwards, and almost bursting with its own emotion. (James, 1985, p. 67) 

Thirdly, James explains that a religious experience is noetic, or in other words that what 

is learned from the experience is valuable. Often, this lesson is something that could not 

be gained from existing human understanding. James explains,  

Although so similar to states of feeling, mystical states seem to those who 

experience them to be also states of knowledge. They are states of insight into 

depths of truth unplumbed by the discursive intellect. They are illuminations, 

revelations, full of significance and importance, all inarticulate though they 

remain; and as a rule they carry with them a curious sense of authority for after-

time. (James, 1985, p. 381) 

Fourth and ultimately, James explains that these experiences are all passive. An 

individual who has a religious experience has no conscious control of when it happens. 

However, it can happen from an act, such as meditation, that would make it more likely 

to occur. As James notes,  

This latter peculiarity connects mystical states with certain definite phenomena of 

secondary or alternative personality, such as prophetic speech, automatic writing, 

or the mediumistic trance. When these latter conditions are well pronounced, 

however, there may be no recollection whatever of the phenomenon, and it may 
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have no significance for the subject's usual inner life, to which, as it were, it 

makes a mere interruption. Mystical states, strictly so called, are never merely 

interruptive. Some memory of their content always remains, and a profound sense 

of their importance. They modify the inner life of the subject between the times of 

their recurrence. Sharp divisions in this region are, however, difficult to make, 

and we find all sorts of gradations and mixtures. (James, 1985, p. 382) 

A religious experience will contain all four of these elements in some way. The type of 

religious experience varies, as do its effects on the habits of an individual, as James goes 

on to elaborate in his lectures. 

Directions Upward 

 As scholars move forward to expand projects in the realm of pragmatism and 

rhetoric, William James’s theories and ideas are definitely worth mentioning. Ideally, the 

works of Williams James should be used to understand the individual experience in 

regards to our understanding of the very pieces that make rhetoric work or fail. As 

numerous scholars have called for the use of pragmatism as part of the formulation of 

methods (Crick, 2010; Stroud, 2009a, 2009e, 2010), it appears that William James is set 

up perfectly to answer these calls; his work has not only created strong formulations of 

theory but has provided answers in a simple fashion to questions that have plagued entire 

fields. So when looking to rejoin a concept such as civil religion to the people who 

inhabit and create it, it has become apparent that here too William James provides a 

considerable piece of the puzzle.   
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 Scholarship using James in whole or in part as a methodology would rejoin 

individuals’ experiences to the rhetoric they encounter every day. Specifically, the nature 

of James’s idea that religious experiences change the very habits and behaviors of the 

individuals who experience them provides a foundation for many future projects working 

to understand how rhetoric can be experienced and interacted with. In the following 

chapter, I will begin this process of mending by exploring how William James provides a 

framework in “Varieties” that can be immediately applied to rhetoric and appeals to 

citizens and voters of the United States using civil religious rhetoric.  
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Chapter 3:  Civil Religious Experience 

 

 Throughout the history of the United States, the right to vote has seen significant 

expansions as groups have worked to secure that right for themselves. Through numerous 

marches, protests, and even enduring violence at the hands of those who would stop its 

expansion, voting has been at the forefront of many civil rights campaigns. Though it has 

caused significant suffering and pain to those who seek it, the right to vote has been a 

constant fundamental right of those seeking to be recognized as a “citizen” in America 

(Dalton, 2008a). What leads so many Americans to fight through the turmoil for the 

ability to put a simple ballot in a box?  

For many the reason could be how strongly the notion of being a “citizen” in a 

representative democracy like the United States is tied to being able to vote; the very act 

of voting is a chance to participate in shaping the future of the country you live in. When 

you vote, you become a “stakeholder” in your country (Baubock, 2006), allowing you to 

share in its ups and downs and ultimately be a part of the greater values of the Nation. 

While voting to some may seem inconsequential among the long list of deserved and 

basic civil rights, it is something that many have given their lives for. There is a “power” 

in the act of voting, and those who seek access to this power are willing to do much to 

receive it.  

This chapter attempts to understand how voters interact with and experience the 

concept of voting, and how politicians play into those feelings. To reach this aim, I will 

join together the concepts discussed previously in Chapter One (on civil religion) and 
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Chapter Two (on religious experience). Through the creation of a simple framework, my 

ultimate aim is to begin to recognize how connecting voters’ experiences to our scholarly 

understanding of voting behavior in America could not only strengthen our understanding 

of how the process works at the individual level, but help us to create prescriptive 

measures to aid in the facilitation of the voting process in the United States.  

There are three benefits to this approach. First, it investigates the individual 

experience and potentially provides insight into the effects of voting rhetoric on the 

individual level. When someone votes, are they doing it because of the ultimate 

Democratic ideals, or because they believe they are helping a candidate to get elected? 

Second, while Robert Bellah was able to convince many of civil religion’s existence, it 

has not seen a wide berth of use in scholarship and has begun to fade away from use in 

journals in recent years (Mathisen, 1989). This chapter could revitalize the scholarship on 

the full effects of civil religion, and whether or not voters are aware on some level of 

these beliefs. Finally, this chapter could impact numerous other debates within political 

communication scholarship, such as how “intelligent” voters are (Popkin & Dimock, 

1999), how religion impacts voting behavior (Layman, 1997), and the extent to which 

money can have an impact on an election cycle (Leyden & Borrelli, 1990).  By providing 

an individual-level lens to the voting process, we can further understand these debates 

and where the individual sits within them. Ultimately, this chapter attempts to understand 

the potential extent of civil religion’s effect on the American voter and how it can create 

strong feelings of ownership in the process. 
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Civil religion has located itself as a responsive concept that helps explain the 

behaviors of governments and citizens while still maintaining the separation of church 

and state that many democracies, especially America, claim to hold sacred. Yet, while 

scholarship examining civil religion (and American civil religion specifically) burgeoned 

in the late 1960s, heralded by works from Bellah and Martin E. Marty, and continued to 

impact scholarship across numerous fields in the social sciences, it has, as of late, seen a 

slowdown in usage. Dr. Ronald Beiner believes this could very well be attributed to a 

philosophical opposition to civil religion. He explains that as scholars moved toward a 

more liberal secularization of thought, the lens of civil religion and any answers it may 

provide were no longer ideal (Beiner, 2010, p. 5). However, in the same vein, there seems 

to be an answer in the foundations of civil religion. When Rousseau writes about civil 

religion in The Social Contract he states, "Experience teaches that of all the Christian 

sects, Protestantism, as the wisest and gentlest, is also the most peaceful and social. It is 

the only one in which the laws can maintain their dominion and the leaders their 

authority" (Rousseau, 1997, p. 160). 

For some, religion provides a sense of safety and security. The promissory note in 

belief for rewards in the afterlife provides, for a majority of religions, a reward and 

punishment system that allows for organization and in many instances control (Yinger, 

1957). While organized religions have been able to utilize their resources and 

churchgoers for emotional and physical labor, it is not an exclusively one-sided 

phenomenon. Religion has been proven to provide positive mental health benefits to 

believers who keep the faith, which is attributed to the positive reinforcement cycle that 
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occurs emotionally (Emmons & Paloutzian, 2003). Believers of a religion are impacted 

by it and drawn to it because its beliefs align with a value or moral system they hold 

within themselves, and this is where civil religion can grab most of its grounding 

rhetorically in the hearts of believers in the democracy of America. 

Defining Civil Religious Experience 

 William James felt that the study of individual experience was important to a 

greater societal understanding of concepts like religion, because it helped to illustrate 

experience as a small piece of the behavior of a whole. As individuals come into contact 

with a phenomena or object they experience it individually. These experiences build, 

eventually, into a greater theoretical understanding. The “whats” of experience can be 

almost anything, from body to mind, but receive meaning in their relation to one another. 

Someone who experiences a cow may associate it with a farm and as food. But in a 

religion such as Hinduism, the cow is considered sacred and viewed as holy. Hinduism’s 

tenets allow the cow full freedom to roam wherever it may please. These numerous 

experiences build together and create a large “experience,” so the concept will have 

numerous meanings for many, but the ability to be identified by all. James gives the 

example of a chair: for some the chair may be a physical object, but the “chair” 

experiences of another may include a person or a creation of personhood. A rocking chair 

may just be that to one, but to another it might be their grandmother’s rocking chair, 

eliciting a very different, but also valid, experience of the object. 

 It is in the spirit of individual experience that this section begins to join together 

Robert N. Bellah’s conceptualization of civil religion and William James’s 
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conceptualization of religious experience. Through the individual experience of a 

particular person, we create meaning and solidify previous knowledge, building our 

understanding of a concept and how it fits into the whole. The American flag, for 

instance, elicits a wide range of emotional responses for those who experience it; a 

veteran of war has a distinct experience and understanding of the flag from a new citizen 

of America who has worked years to be able to naturalize and become a citizen. The 

rhetorical power of the flag as an image and object comes from people’s individual 

experiences, which when compiled create a larger societal meaning for the flag. This is 

why the image of a burning flag can be upsetting for some, or an example of the power of 

free speech for others. In both instances flag burning is a powerful image, highlighting 

the flag’s greater meaning.   

 This section finds overlap and enjoinment between William James and civil 

religion, constructing and identifying six key areas. Individual civility, which identifies 

civil religious experiences, can build a people. Civil religious sentiment explains how 

civil religion and people come into contact. Civil sense explores sense-experiences of 

civil religion and how people may come to “feel” civil religion. Civil optimism surveys 

those who have positive experiences with civil religion and how that impacts the way 

they come into contact with the civil world. Civil disillusionment, on the other hand, 

examines the “other-evil” mentality of civil religion and how participation and contact 

with civil religion can produce negative feelings and experiences with civil religion. 

Finally, civil conversion looks at those who come to civil religion at later points in their 
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lives and at messages that may attract people to the polls who would otherwise avoid 

them. 

Individual Civility 

 The term “citizen” often only refers to a member of society who is not in the 

armed forces or the police. Yet this definition is clearly shallow and ultimately 

unrepresentative of the larger viewpoint of the people within a society and their roles. 

While people are a piece of society, their role within that society most often depends on 

the extent of their participation within the society. The extent of people’s impact on 

society—and why some participate fully but others choose not to—depends on their level 

of belief that the system works. But how do some come to these beliefs while others do 

not? Why are some persons more prone to the effects of civil religion than others? Here is 

where William James and Robert Bellah begin to overlap, as James helps understand the 

importance of individual impact and Bellah informs us of how civic participation creates 

a stronger society. But it all begins with the building of the electorate as they come into 

contact with civil religion and discover how sensitive they are to that civil religion. I refer 

to this concept, coming into contact with civil religion and discovering how it impacts 

your view of the society you live in, as individual civility. 

To further expand our academic understanding of civil religion and its impact on 

the United States democracy, it is important to begin at the individual level. William 

James posited that the investigation and eventual understanding of individual religious 

experiences was critical to the consideration of religion as a whole. Religion, for him, 

was neurologically rooted, meaning that some were more sensitive to its effects than 
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others. James marked those attuned to religion as “religious geniuses”; they are pattern 

setters and set the standards of experience within a particular religion.  He writes of their 

experiences, 

These experiences we can only find in individuals for whom religion exists not as 

a dull habit, but as an acute fever rather. But such individuals are “geniuses” in 

the religious line; and like many other geniuses who have brought forth fruits 

effective enough for commemoration in the pages of biography; such religious 

geniuses have often shown symptoms of nervous instability. (James, 1985, p. 6) 

This line of reasoning can most definitely be drawn to include civil religion in America; 

it directly applies to many of the experiences of everyday Americans because some are 

more attuned to civil religion than others. William James felt that the religious believer 

was a certain psychological type. If a psychological type can be reflective of religion, 

then civil religion may include a similar type of person who believes more than others. 

For the average American citizen, the most easily accessible exemplars of 

“genius” in American civil religion are those who are labeled as, or label themselves as, 

“patriots.” In fact, many who purport to love America deeply—more than others, for that 

matter—claim patriotism as their moniker. Robert Bellah links the roots of patriotism and 

a civil religion in his 1967 paper, arguing that the link between them began as early as 

President George Washington’s farewell address, in which he stated:  

Of all the dispositions and habits, which lead to political prosperity, Religion and 

Morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of 
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Patriotism, who should labour to subvert these great Pillars of human happiness, 

these firmest props of the duties of men and citizens. (Bellah, 1967, p. 4) 

Here Washington directly links religion and morality to the prosperity of the nation, and 

marks those who support these virtues as patriots. More recently, this trend has expanded 

into the political realm of civility. Veterans who upheld the U.S. Constitution and 

therefore democracy are patriots because of their service, especially in foreign conflicts. 

Politicians race to be more patriotic than their fellow candidates. As Wilson Huhn writes 

about political alienation movements in America (which effectively worked to further 

galvanize parties and political movements), there has been a huge push for ownership of 

the concept of patriotism (Huhn, 1998). Defining who could be a patriot was critical, as 

ownership of the word led to be a way to quantify how much one “loves America.”  

 In the debates on political participation in the United States, scholars have looked 

at numerous explanatory stories for why voters vote the way they do. As far back as 

Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet (1968), the explanation of why people choose the 

candidates they do has included voter opinions being solidified based on voter 

predispositions, meaning voters already belong to a party and the campaign only 

strengthens or weakens their position. Further, while some accuse voters of lacking the 

competence and ability to make informed decisions, Popkin and Dimock (1999) point out 

that voters make highly informed decisions when they are in the voting booth based on 

their political preferences and what matters to them. But what gets them to the voting 

booth in the first place? The belief that an individual vote matters to the entire process is 

one explanatory story that seems overlooked. Individual civility provides for this 
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explanatory story, with the provision that certain people are more prone to believe in the 

power of democracy than others. 

 Individual civility holds, ultimately, that certain members of society are more 

prone to the belief that democracy is the highest goal for a civil society. This then leads to 

participation at many levels of the system. As Saari (2012) outlines in Geometry of 

Voting, there is a set number of voters in every county who are consistently faithful when 

it comes to showing up on election day, be it local or national, regardless of predicted 

outcome. These are voters who will faithfully go to the polls every election and cast a 

ballot, even if the party they identify with is publicly predicted to not win the election. 

While these voters are incredibly important to the political parties they vote for, they may 

also be important to the nation’s democratic health overall. These voters are the 

“geniuses” who are more attuned to the undertones of civil religion and believe their vote 

is significant to the electoral process. There are numerous ways for them to come into this 

belief, be it a civics class or an editorial in their local paper. Many will read a civil 

religious text in their lifetime, such as the U.S. Constitution or Declaration of 

Independence, but others will hold their beliefs within to be special.  

This is not dissimilar to the beliefs of those who come to understand their general 

civic participation as a necessity to serve the greater good and potential of society. As 

Lerner (1937) states, the U.S. Constitution itself represents an important religious artifact, 

helping these religious geniuses to find whatever civic role they may play significant. The 

U.S. Constitution represents that object which “every tribe clings to…which possesses 

supernatural powers, as an instrument for controlling unknown forces in a hostile 
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universe” (pg. 1292). Those who feel the Constitution was transcribed as a method of 

preserving the democratic principles we hold dear are definitely more attuned to a belief 

that their role serves this greater purpose. These citizens grow deeper into the belief as 

they gain more knowledge or understanding of the concepts—making them the civil 

religious geniuses of their communities—and through their individual civility have the 

ability to influence others.  

Civil Religious Sentiment 

 The attunement of a person to a particular belief is naturally a difficult quality to 

quantify. How much does someone believe? How much belief must they have to act on 

those beliefs? This creates an interesting preponderance for those interested in the study 

of civil religion: while it may be easy to identify or label concepts, what effect do those 

concepts ultimately have? In traditional forms of religion, deities and relics are widely 

recognized to have special meaning for their followers, yet the link to how these symbols 

and beliefs create action has not been fully extended to civil religion. Once again, 

William James helps provide an explanatory story to supplement the work of Bellah 

through his examinations of the way in which one comes into contact with the beliefs of a 

religion. Thus the concept of a civil religious sentiment is formed, stressing that the way 

a “believer” in the democratic process comes into contact with civil religion influences 

the label that believer may one day gain.  

William James felt that religion existed in various forms, which created different 

experiences of religion based on individuals’ views or feelings about religion. He 
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explains that these feelings can be vast and have a wide range, so he labeled them as 

religious sentiments. He goes on to define religious sentiment as  

…a collective name for the many sentiments which religious objects may arouse 

in alternation, we see that it probably contains nothing whatever of a 

psychologically specific nature. There is religious fear, religious love, religious 

awe, religious joy, and so forth (James, 1985, p. 28). 

For James, the “common man” and his sentimental experience of a religion was an 

important piece of the puzzle in recognizing the effects of a religion. Working toward a 

project of trying to understand the “divine,” James removed the obstructions of churches 

and similar institutions to get toward the feelings and sentimentality that are critical to 

religious experience. An individual who feels a certain way is more likely to once again 

root their experiences in their religion and potentially participate more. 

 The same thing can be said of people who vote in the United States. Certain 

“geniuses” are more likely to have a deep and rich experience within the democratic 

process, and their ability to discern certain sentiments will be more attuned. This  

provides numerous opportunities for these people to be recruited or taken advantage of by 

a civil religion, much like any other religion. Bellah examines how politicians for years in 

the United States have taken advantage of or utilized the sentimental aspects of religion 

and drawn lines of similarity from religion to their political messages. Specifically, 

Bellah once again turned to George Washington’s farewell speech, where the president 

stated, 
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The propitious smiles of Heaven can never be expected on a nation that disregards 

the eternal rules of order and right which Heaven itself has ordained. The 

preservation of the sacred fire of liberty and the destiny of the republican model 

of government are justly considered, perhaps, as deeply, as finally, staked on the 

experiment entrusted to the hands of the American people (Bellah, 1967, p. 5). 

Bellah explains that this religious sentiment was echoed by many of the Founding Fathers 

in America. Furthermore, this theme was then used by the next few presidents, who 

“shaped the form and tone of the civil religion as it has been maintained ever since,” 

creating a framework for further expansion of civil religion in the United States. 

Concepts such as the destiny of a republican model as justified by heaven create an 

underpinned belief that the dream of democracy in America is a holy one. 

 The resulting belief framework is critical for the expansion and maintenance of a 

civil religion. Andresen (2001) writes on the cognitive experiences of religion and how it 

impacts believers, arguing that early exposure and repetitive cues aid in the establishment 

and expansion of religion. Civil religion in America follows this framework, from 

students learning the Pledge of Allegiance and rehearsing it daily, to mandatory civics 

courses throughout later educational experiences. Those who view these acts as 

devotional will solidify their beliefs as they grow older, making their individual 

sentiments stronger. Further, the repeated practice of a religion builds on existing notions 

and belief sets which, when repeated together, make the act stronger. So, if someone 

already believes in a higher deity, worshiping and celebrating at a festival for that deity 

impacts that belief and strengthens it (Dittes, 1983).  
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 In the creation of civil religious sentiment, people who ascribe to certain beliefs 

will find a deeper meaning the more they practice their beliefs. In How Voters Feel, 

Coleman (2013)  portays the practices of voting in the United Kingdom as ritualized, 

with voters showing up at the ballot booth as part of a recognizable social performance. 

Coleman explains that the act of voting and the implied metaphorical connection to voice 

can have a strong and lasting impact on those who repeatedly participate in the process 

(p. 10). For instance, children who grow up going to the voting booth every election with 

their parents will be more likely to continue to vote on their own because of the feelings 

generated in the process early on. These feelings when repeated generate the sentiment 

that this act is important and should be continued. That particular feeling is what can be 

identified as a civil religious sentiment, and will have various shades of feeling 

depending on how attuned each person is to civil religion as a whole. 

Civil Sense 

 One of the most challenging tensions in the academic understanding of religion is 

the debate over the extent to which religion can impact feelings and emotions. Yet there 

is recognition that religion, and beliefs in a religion, do have some impact on these 

feelings overall, making the religion important for those who believe (Hill et al., 2000).  

Currently, academic conversations on why someone chooses to vote often run into 

similar snags (Carlsson & Johansson‐Stenman, 2010). Asking someone why they vote 

can capture a series of differing responses, most of which do not fully capture the feelings 

and beliefs that may underpin the process of getting to the voting booth. For instance, 

some may vote to make their voice heard, while others vote because they feel it is part of 
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their role as a citizen of the United States. However, through the combination of James 

and Bellah, it is possible to get at these acts of sense-making as explanation.  

Religion is neither seen nor physical, a truth which William James believed to be 

one of the great peculiarities of religion. Something can be unseen yet have a distinct 

reality for those who have experienced it. These realities become a sense-making 

endeavor for individuals throughout their life. As William James notes,  

All our attitudes, moral, practical, or emotional, as well as religious, are due to the 

“objects” of our consciousness, the things which we believe to exist, whether 

really or ideally, along with ourselves. Such objects may be present to our senses, 

or they may be present only to our thought. In either case they elicit from us a 

reaction; and the reaction due to things of thought is notoriously in many cases as 

strong as that due to sensible presences. It may be even stronger (James, 1985, p. 

53). 

Religious experience is then, for James, an act of finding the “something there” of an 

object of consciousness. This is a sense reality, which can permeate multiple levels of 

experience; the recounting of a religious experience by one may not include a named 

deity, but rather a description of the senses in that experience. “I saw a light” or “I felt 

calm” are illustrations of senses, as opposed to representations of the physical pieces of 

that experience. The illustration of a sense reality without a named deity is of particular 

interest in this project, as it highlights the potential for specific neurons to fire and create 

a feeling in an experience without a specific religion. This allows us to focus on the act of 

sense making. 
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 Bellah describes something similar to sense making occurring in civil religion. In 

examining the rhetoric of the Civil War, he explains how not only did many justify the 

war from a religious perspective, but more peculiarly, there seemed to be a justification 

based on some higher American power. In an address at Independence hall, Abraham 

Lincoln stated,  

All the political sentiments I entertain have been drawn, so far as I have been able 

to draw them, from the sentiments, which originated in and were given to the 

world from this Hall. I have never had a feeling, politically, that did not spring 

from the sentiments embodied in the Declaration of Independence. (Bellah, 1967, 

p. 6) 

Lincoln names the Declaration of Independence as an inspiratory text, similar to religious 

justifications coming from the Bible. But once again, the sentiment is primarily based in 

the feeling or sense of the religion at play; a sense motivates act, for example, “I feel that 

I should do this politically, so I shall act on that politically.” Further, the above quotation 

grounds Lincoln’s decision making in sentiments. To Lincoln, the role and duty of the 

Presidency is deeply rooted to this sense that he is serving a higher power “embodied” in 

the Declaration of Independence. That philosophy also allows people who come in 

contact with the Declaration of Independence to link similar sentiments of their own to 

his, expanding and solidifying their own sentiments. 

The creation of a civil sense is accomplished quite easily by civil religion because 

it continuously builds upon pre-existing sentiments and solidifies them through its rituals 

and processes. Research purports that the existence of “patriotic feelings” in the electoral 
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process also leads to increased voter turnout (Huddy & Khatib, 2007). Furthermore, 

playing on the sentiments of an American voter, good or bad, can have a direct impact on 

the electoral process. As Green (2011) examined the link between civic duty and social 

pressure, the common theme was that voting had some sort of expectation of participation 

that could be tapped into by researchers. The experiments, which are based on the 

premise that if your neighbors knew you had not voted then you would vote in the next 

cycle, build upon a shame sentiment. This is not far from the beliefs of those who would 

feel guilty for not being seen in their “traditional” pew on a Sunday morning. However, 

the explanatory story of who votes is not just linked to shame feelings.  

Civil sense is both an explanatory story of civic participation and a root cause. 

Coming into contact with something that triggers these feelings increases your likelihood 

of participation, but the specific reasons are ultimately hard to explain or signify to 

others. Those who intrinsically feel and act upon these sentiments validate these sense-

making experiences by their very existence. Feelings of guilt when you do not vote, and 

feelings of pride when you do, are hard to trace and explain, but when each emotion is 

individually investigated in terms of the civil sense, its overall importance is apparent and 

can be investigated in depth. 

Civil Optimism  

 Sense making is an important aspect of any organized religion, primarily because 

it helps provide a strong illustrative story of the purpose of everyday life. This is equally 

important to civil religion; it helps address the preponderances of democracy and its 

purposes. Why did the Founding Fathers choose a republican form of government, rather 
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than a monarchy or dictatorship? Why have the citizens of the United States continued 

this form of government and not switched? The answer is obviously complicated, and the 

answer is largely dependent on one’s approach to the question at hand. James and his 

beliefs on how one approaches the question of religion can parallel one’s approach to 

civil religion. This section examines the possible approaches of a “civil optimists” and 

how their worldview impacts their views within the political system.  

William James felt that those who come to a religion may experience a sense of 

divine happiness. James spends a considerable amount of time discussing the optimistic 

or “healthy minded” individual who experiences great joy. He explains that this joy 

comes from a quasi-physiological place: “In many persons, happiness is congenital and 

irreclaimable.” He calls this feeling a “Cosmic emotion,” which inevitably takes the form 

of enthusiasm and freedom (James, 1985, p. 80).  A cosmic emotion is the particular 

sentiment that connects individuals to a higher power; similarly, they are not capable of 

connecting with evil. Thus they are incredibly optimistic, and this optimism affords them 

even more power in their beliefs; “men come to regard the happiness which a religious 

belief affords as a proof of its truth” (James, 1985, p. 79). The more a person believes 

religion benefits them, the more that person believes in its truths and power, causing 

eternal happiness and optimism in a positive feedback loop.  

 Civil religion has at its disposal a series of positive stories and optimistic 

viewpoints that strengthen its impact. This positive feedback loop is conceptualized in 

American civil religion. Bellah notes that politicians often use positively oriented 

messages of this typology, which “provides a transcendent goal for the political process” 
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(Bellah, 1967, p. 8). That practice affords politicians the ability to use their political 

message to create social good in service of their country. For an example, Bellah quotes 

President Kennedy, who utilizes multiple forms of the expression “rejoicing in hope, 

patient in tribulation.” Bellah notes that Kennedy invokes citizens who are hopeful and 

optimistic for a greater America. Kennedy highlights that a citizen should be patient in 

that hope, even during hard times for the country, placing the future of America as a 

charge into the hands of Americans who are optimistic. These Americans can see past 

negative situations and are only optimistic in their viewpoints about the future of 

democracy and America.  

 Those who are attuned to the various optimistic “cosmic emotions” of politics 

have a critically different experience in the political process. Most voters develop 

positive and negative impressions of candidates before they go into the voting booth. 

More specifically, voters who vote based on positive qualities or candidate 

abilities/promises are more likely to show up on election day (Holbrook, Krosnick, 

Visser, Gardner, & Cacioppo, 2001). This “potential-based” thinking highlights the 

existence of civil optimism in the American electoral process. Further, this optimistic 

viewpoint gives these voters an additional level of importance when it comes to the 

courting of their votes. As Ansolabehere (1995) attempted to point out, attack ads seem to 

have a negative impact on voter turnout overall, but can be an effective strategy for 

political strategists to gain the outcome they want. This provided for many a strong 

explanatory story of voter turnout. However, studies that have attempted to refute his 

claims did so by analyzing the attacks ads and voter turnout at the national level, negating 
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his individual effects argument. Civil religion potentially then provides for the gap in 

these research findings, specifically in identifying civil optimists and their role. 

 Civil optimism is found at numerous levels of elections, from the mayor in the 

local election to the President of the United States. As the aforementioned studies show, 

people want politicians who will work to make the system and the society better. Those 

that show up potentially believe that this is possible. This common motif that “America 

can be better is seen in the debates on American exceptionalism. American 

exceptionalism is the notion that the United States is fundamentally different from other 

nations. It was introduced by de Tocqueville, who referred to America as exceptional in 

his writings. American exceptionalism has made itself at home in numerous political 

theories and movements in the United States, and has had considerable impact on the way 

political science scholars think about America (Lipset, 1997). This feeling that America 

is in some way better and different than all other countries is a fundamentally optimistic 

viewpoint of American culture and society.   

Civil optimism drives civil religion by providing an opportunity for people in 

America to get behind an idea that will better their society and, in the process, 

themselves. As Bartley (1993) explains, optimism is a benefit to all members of a 

particular society because it creates higher ceilings of success for all members, causing 

people within that country to go along with policies that would otherwise be unpopular in 

an effort to create a greater good. This easily explains how governments are able to get 

away with austere policies for economic benefit. Civil optimism allows people to give up 

certain economic comforts to create a better and stronger economy and a more 
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prosperous government. Analogously, many world religions ask for donations from their 

followers to create a greater social good for all members of that religion.  

Civil Disillusionment  

 For every citizen who sees America’s potential as a glass half full, there are also 

those who not only see the glass half empty, but also wish it was filled with an entirely 

different liquid. These voters are identified by the Pew Research Center (2006) as 

intermittent voters, who are more mistrustful of people compared with those who vote 

regularly. These intermittent voters, and those who choose not to vote, are disillusioned 

with the United States and fear suffering or failure. They may not buy into the American 

exceptionalism arguments, but they are afraid of anarchy. Tracing through James and 

Bellah by connecting disillusionment to the powers of government, we find the potential 

for people who are not optimistic, but rather have a cold and potentially calculated view 

of civil religion as a lesser of two evils, or a savior from the evils of humanity. These 

people are referred to here as those with civil disillusionment.  

For all those who experience the world in a happy and optimistic way, there are, 

as James outlines, those who have a “sick mind.” They do not view the world 

optimistically, but rather through “a radically opposite view, a way of maximizing evil, if 

you please so to call it, based on the persuasion that the evil aspects of our life are of its 

very essence, and that the world's meaning most comes home to us when we lay them 

most to heart” (James, 1985, p. 131). These individuals see evil consistently and “suffer 

from its presence,” as James goes on to note, allowing their behavior and outlook to be 

fueled by a fear of evil. Focusing on negative potential outcomes and perils makes an 
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individual cautious in their actions. Here religion not only provides a salvation from evil, 

but also hot irons pulled fresh from the fire, pushing a human’s existence forward. As 

James elaborates,  

Make the human being's sensitiveness a little greater, carry him a little farther 

over the misery-threshold, and the good quality of the successful moments 

themselves when they occur is spoiled and vitiated. All natural goods perish. 

Riches take wings; fame is a breath; love is a cheat; youth and health and pleasure 

vanish. Can things whose end is always dust and disappointment be the real goods 

which our souls require? Back of everything is the great spectre of universal 

death, the all-encompassing blackness. (James, 1985, p. 139) 

All good in the world is backed by evil, spoiling and destroying all things, so humans 

must work toward an escape. To escape the evils of the world, people must give 

themselves over to a higher power and sacrifice many of their worldly belongings. 

 Similarly, some people in the United States suffer from a fear-based civic 

engagement model. They participate in democracy because they believe it will protect 

and save them from a greater evil. Bellah notes this is a tactic heavily utilized within 

American civil religion, remarking that especially after the World Wars, many political 

platforms relied on a notion that problems were caused by “the evil intent of any one 

group of men” (Bellah, 1967). This tactic rhetorically places opponents as evil in intent, 

and portrays anyone standing in the way of furthering the common aims of American 

civil religion as demonic in intent and position. Even the Founding Fathers viewed the 

establishment of a new nation as a way of escaping an evil. In fact, the American civil 
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religion up until the Civil War was intently focused on the Revolution, which was seen as 

the final act of the Exodus from the old lands across the waters (Bellah, 1967). This 

notion continued on even after the Civil War, wherein a politician could easily promise to 

deliver the citizens from an evil of the world and set that as their common duty. 

 Fear appeals are quite pervasive and effective in political contexts within the 

United States. These messages tap into the minds of the civilly disillusioned—they 

present the evil and place the politician or initiative in front of it. The Willie Horton 

advertisement in the 1988 election, which showed the convict and his charges in an attack 

advertisement against Dukakis, changed the perspective of numerous Americans on the 

political aspects of incarceration and placed crime in the spotlight of American political 

debates (Anderson & Enberg, 1995). As Chevigny (2003) writes, this has become such a 

part of our political process that it is a given that crime is always on the rise and that a 

new politician is needed to curb the rates. But crime statistics in the United States are 

misreported more often than not (Buonanno, Drago, & Galbiati, 2014), even though they 

are used to varying degrees of political success. Through the identification of a physical 

evil, those that commit crime, politicians indicate that they are needed to save society 

from the evil. Further, incarceration is almost always the response from the politician—to 

be soft on crime means to have only a small growth in incarceration. Politicians in 

communities that have a high number of voters with civil disillusionment hence are 

pushing for stricter and stricter policing guidelines. 

 Additionally, for some with civil disillusionment a fatigue occurs from the 

political process and a belief that politics in general are evil. People want to believe that 
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democracy works for them; voters, for the most part, will continually vote as long as the 

system is serving them, creating in many cases counties and voting districts that are 

considerably partisan (Oliver, 2001). Even for consistent voters, the perception that 

democracy is no longer serving them or their community (or the notion that their vote 

won’t matter) ceases political involvement. Furthermore, incumbent politicians have 

responsibilities that increase the longer they are in office. Voters are looking for them to 

accomplish political processes in a timely manner. Research since the mid-eighties has 

shown that voters generally have short-term memory when it comes to institutional 

effectiveness in politics (Williams, 1985). This short-term memory means that voters 

expect quick results on the part of politicians to solve the evils of the country. If this does 

not occur quickly enough, there is a level of disillusionment with politicians or the 

process.  

 Civil disillusionment can lead to both participation and non-participation, 

depending on the type of person who experiences it. Those who are of the “sick mind” 

when coming into contact with civil religion will obviously have a range of reactions 

depending on how prone to the disillusioned viewpoint they are. However, in the realm of 

political campaigns, these people have the highest recruitment potential through fear 

appeals or promises of solving systematic problems. While the civil optimistics are most 

likely already participating in the process, the disillusioned are theoretically pickier in 

their choices to participate in democracy and show up on Election Day. 

Civil Conversion 
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 The way for any religion to survive in the long term is not only by keeping current 

members, but recruiting more. Recruitment and conversion are critical to religion, as they 

not only ensure the religion will continue, but expand its foothold in the process 

(Richardson, 1985). Through the act of conversion a religion can play upon and utilize 

the existing sentiments in the area and grow churches. Ideally, people will see those who 

have converted, potentially “geniuses,” and choose to seek the happiness or answers they 

have . For civil religion to survive, it too needs converts to its beliefs and systems. 

William James aids in the identification of those who are more prone to conversion, 

while Bellah outlines the aspects of civil religion that may appeal to internal notions of 

democracy and politics. The combination of these two scholars’ ideas creates a form of 

civil conversion, in which someone comes into contact with civil religion and this 

provides for them a sense of being complete.  

While not all will eternally believe in or ascribe to a religion, some may come to 

it later. As William James describes conversion,  

To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive grace, to experience religion, to 

gain an assurance, are so many phrases which denote the process, gradual or 

sudden, by which a self hitherto divided, and consciously wrong inferior and 

unhappy, becomes unified and consciously right superior and happy, in 

consequence of its firmer hold upon religious realities. This at least is what 

conversion signifies in general terms, whether or not we believe that a direct 

divine operation is needed to bring such a moral change about. (James, 1985, p. 

189) 
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So a non-believer, or one who doesn’t entirely believe, will work to rectify their split-soul 

through the process of conversion. The act of conversion for a non-believer presents an 

interesting solution to the divided self, one who is sick-minded but wanting to become 

whole, or in other words, optimistic. The answers they do not have present themselves in 

the form of a religion. Those with a split-soul are cognitively complicated, and William 

James would most likely recognize the difficulty of tracing their world-view and why 

they seem unable to fill in the meaning entirely (Alexander, 1980). As one experiences 

the world and seeks understanding of its secrets, the promise of an afterlife or a greater 

being who takes care of the earth can be comforting. Conversion can potentially grant 

this for an individual who seeks to understand and find for himself or herself this greater 

meaning. 

 Those with a split soul fall somewhere in between on the scale of disillusionment 

and optimism. There are those who may feel there is no hope to be gained from 

participation in a political system, but want to believe in the possibility of hope. Others 

may be ill-informed of the political process and how important their particular role may 

be to the success of the nation. Civil religion has the potential to fill this gap for those 

people, then through conversion they come to a greater role for themselves in society.  

In American civil religion, conversion can sometimes occur for those who feel the 

United States provides an opportunity to expand one’s greater personal freedoms. While 

seeking freedom and finding solace in a greater institution may seem counterproductive, 

Bellah explains that freedom as an American civil religious value can present itself in 

numerous forms, but most often is viewed as a “greater freedom” (1980, p. 25). An 
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American soldier may sign up to fight in a war because it allows for a greater freedom 

upon return. Once again, an evil must be wiped away to gain ultimate happiness. This 

constant turning to freedom and democracy as a solution for evil leads to the potential for 

conversion. 

 Conversion as part of the American civil religious experience is almost always 

linked to a call to action in some form. After all, there is considerable evidence that 

national tragedies increase voter turnout (Sitaraman & Warren, 2003). For instance, after 

September 11, 2001, there was a large population of youth voters (ages 18-25) who began 

to become more informed and involved in politics, but not necessarily the act of voting 

(Dalton, 2013). This demographic was formerly believed to be lost to politicians and the 

electoral process, but after the events of September 11 became a large voter block that 

was informed and civically engaged. This awakening of purpose is exemplary of a civil 

religious conversion, as many of these voters were considered apathetic or unengaged 

before, but changed through their belief that participation provides a solution to fix the 

evils of the world and their situation.  

 Drawing on the aforementioned research on religions, the need for conversion, 

and the benefits conversion provides, civil religion can tap into this cycle as well. The 

2008 election of President Obama was heralded by Time Magazine as the “Year of the 

Youth Vote,” noting that Obama had seen an unprecedented amount of young voters 

show up for his campaign (Von Drehle, 2008). One of the causal stories for his success in 

acquiring this vote was the use of grass-roots campaign techniques, where he utilized 

certain youth members of communities to recruit other youths to the cause. Through the 
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use of grass-roots organizing, Obama was able to gain more converts, not just to his 

campaign, but to the political process as well. A considerable amount of Obama’s 

campaign strategy, besides the use of recruiters, was providing materials and information 

online which made young people feel like their vote mattered in the election, and that if 

enough of them showed up they would gain the upper hand in deciding their future 

(Garcia-Castañon, Rank, & Barreto, 2011). This filled in the gap of their split-souls and 

gave them an opportunity to fully realize their place within the dream of democracy and 

civil religion in America. 

Creating Lecture X 

Civil religion is, like many religions, a work in progress. The formulations of its 

ideals of freedom and expansion started before the revolution and continue to inspire 

many to this day. Those who have set eyes on the Declaration of Independence and seen 

the photo of the flag being raised on Iwo Jima feel something unique and intrinsically 

distinct to their experience as a citizen of the United States of America. No longer are 

kings making decisions in the privacy of their courts; now all citizens have the 

opportunity to make their voice and story matter. It is the power of civil religion in 

America that creates these feelings for the citizens who ascribe to it.  

Tracing these feelings and why they matter to Americans brings us to the 

theoretical crossroads of William James and Robert Bellah and creates definition of the 

civil religious experience. This experience is identified through the existence of six key 

areas: individual civility, civil religious sentiment, civil sense, civil optimism, civil 

disillusionment, and civil conversion. The combination of James and Bellah builds an 
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understanding of how civil religion in America can be experienced. This has numerous 

future uses and potential practically and theoretically.  

First, it provides a lens to view how individuals understand and approach the 

political process in the United States. As the identification of a civil religious experience 

highlights, the point of view of an individual and how he or she perceives the outcome of 

democratic participation is critical to understanding who shows up and who does not on 

an election day. Furthermore, making the process feel even more like a religious 

experience overall could increase voter turnout. Increasing information about why votes 

matter and making voting more culturally grounded may lead to a larger conversion of 

apathetic voters in all age ranges.  

Second, from a theoretical viewpoint, the concept of civil religious experience 

opens the door for experiential studies of numerous aspects of the political process. Do 

politicians view themselves as pontiffs or priests? Do strategists and political parties see 

themselves in such roles? Do the ritual practices of Congress create deeper meaning for 

representatives and their electorate? The understanding of how individual citizens come 

into contact with their government and what this does for them emotionally could aid in 

making American democracy more accessible and ultimately more worthwhile for all. 

 Ultimately, the identification of civil religious experiences places the citizen back 

into importance when it comes to the process of politics. Recently, legislative and 

Supreme Court action on the 1965 Voting Rights Act led to the creation of voter 

identification laws that bar certain citizens from a right previously granted to them. The 

Citizens United Supreme Court case allowed for unprecedented amounts of corporate 
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influence on politics, which has led to voters being removed from the centrality of 

politics and moved toward the outskirts, making them less important and just cogs in the 

political process. Votes are now something that can be bought and controlled by the 

majority, rather than a special experience of the individual voter using their vote in a 

meaningful way for the future of the United States. When so many have struggled to gain 

access to the ballot, disregardign their experience as unimportant or inconsequential is 

truly troubling. Religion has a special place for many, and civil religion can, and 

sometimes does, reach that place of importance. Why should more people not be granted 

access to that feeling? 
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Conclusion 
 
 

Through the examination of civil religion and its numerous forms in the United 

States, Robert Bellah provided groundwork for sociologists and scholars after him to 

begin to understand what makes American politics significant to cultural practices. But 

be it fatigue or passing fascination, its usage slipped away (Mathisen, 1989). However, 

there is evidence of civil religion in the organization of the American political system that 

garners continued attention, from the ritual of the President being announced at the yearly 

State of the Union to the voter awakening on Election Day with the drive to stand in line 

to cast a vote in a participatory democracy. Chapter One explored these rituals and 

practices as originally identified while providing for the possibility of once again dusting 

off civil religion studies in American politics and academia. 

The efforts to re-examine civil religion are well aided by William James and The 

Varieties of Religious Experience, which argues the individual experience is important 

and worthy of understanding. So many people come to religion and personal beliefs, all 

in varying ways, and each one of these experiences is important and valid. James 

understood that. Through the removal of the church and similar organizations in his 

lectures, he reaffirms that the religious experience is special to the person who comes into 

contact with it. Furthermore, a true religious experience sets aside the personal beliefs of 

others and validates what an individual chooses to be true. This is ideal for its application 

to civil religion, as many will participate in numerous ways in democracy, but it is 

ultimately an incredibly personal endeavor. 
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The beauty of the American political process is that the people have a consistent 

role in shaping and correcting its direction. The Founding Fathers recognized the variety 

of beliefs they personally held and poured that into the “religious” texts they entrusted the 

nation with in its founding, making it a living document that could potentially change as 

the people saw fit (Mayer, 1994). The U.S. Constitution is not, then, a road map, but a 

text that protects its citizens individuality, allowing them to appreciate and experience 

their citizenship as they please. A critical step in the passing of the constitution was the 

creation of the Bill of Rights, a series of amendments that appeased Anti-Federalists by 

directly providing for citizens’ individual rights within the United States. Using a 

combination of Bellah and James, Chapter Three charted possibilities for understanding 

voters and making them important at the individual level. The ability of people to entrust 

a government with their well-being and to correct it if it goes astray is a dream of 

democracy.  

To be able to call yourself a citizen in the United States carries with it a weight 

that is special and unique. This feeling is the part of civil religion that helps people to 

believe that their vote can make a difference, or that their particular participation matters 

to the nation they live in. This thesis ultimately posits that whether they are optimistic or 

pessimistic, Americans can find that promise in the everyday experience of civil religion. 
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